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and performed his duties very creditably to jun, and continued 8 weeks. Average attendance 35; : persevering and well directed exertions, leads
Danger of kreosote and prussic acid.—
himself and acceptably to the district.
i —very punctual. 4_Reading classes p—that m the is pupils to the formation of a habit of Kreosote, or pyroligenous acid, or essence
District No. 4,—{Sea.}—Summer School un- ( whom were excellent readers. The recitations of the thought and of thoroughness, and inspires of smoke, is a very powerful poison, and
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
der the care of Miss Lydia Wells of Wells, classes in Grammar and Geography were quite Satis- theni WHh an ambition to learn, so that they therefore never should he used in curing
JAMES K. REMICH.
endance ]7
Very punctual‘ factory. This School has improved very much,
Average attendance
]7.
1.<z.in * all
• J will wish
> -to, and can, pursue their studies
Oilice on the Main-street—opposite the Meeting-Housethose’ in the spelling book! SStsi”ce !’“ Par’
i Profital’W •» hoine-his short term is certain- toothache, without being greatly diluted.
There were, beside
I
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
.sses. The scholars appeared
.h°e Te'/eher
TO*
P“'e
one <8 or even 12 «eeks, Its immediate effect upon a nerve is paraly
3 reading classes.
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Teacher to adad-' parents in the district, to keep a Private School a few ! conducted in the ptontless manner of most. sis ; and a single drop of it, highly concentrat
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which he anxious to) learn and the Teacher
ed, when applied to the tongue, will instantly
middle
affords ground for .the belief that ' misnamed cheap School-Masters.
------- the ....
— -- of
---- the term
------ ,■ weeks.. A fact which
;
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No ’ vance them. About
or persons entered »t.«
the „„i.z.ki
school-■j a ffood
£°?d degree of
of interest is felt in the subject of EducaEduca- , I Books.—Your Committee have not paid ! paralyse the whole nervous system and con
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub ■ some person «>.
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
house m the night-time, and destroyed many j
ViM No.
3fr. John Zta/V)-Me
"'e se,l(;cttion. «! Wr»?™« sequently destroy the life of the strongest
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
tlyy ought to have done. It man. Prussic acid, the effect of which is
any error in an}' advertisement beyond the amount of the best books in the room., and damaged i: Summer School, under (lie care of Miss Abigail Rob- . 00 iS
Lthe remainder more or less. This ruthless5' erts, was visited twice. The School was small, but has been feared that, in consequence ol the similar, is sometimes used to cure the tooth
charged for its insertion.
' act was a serious detriment to the School.. was very well managed by Miss R. and appeared well, profession of one of them, it might be infer- ache, and sometimes with the same result.
The Winter Term was kept by Mr. Joseph A. Ha- ’ rec[ t[iat they were W01 k'mcr for his personal
ANNUAL REPORT
jI New books had not been provided at the;
v:rP«iS- 5 Re^Xes.'ensS 18^ «“her
“>e publie good, if nny — Hence it is very imprudent to use them
Of the Superintending School Committee of Kenne- j■ time the second visit was made.
at all ; but if used they should always be
I The Winter School was kept by Mr.---------■ classes in Geography and Grammar. I’hepupils ap- changes were
bunk.
weie recommended. In
L, most of the
rec
(Published in compliance with a vote of the town, at: Clark of Wells. It is very much regretted peared to be anxious to learn, and the Teacher to ex- Schools there should be more uniformity in, j1 prepared by a skillful apothecary. We recthe annual meeting held on the first Wednesday
that it was not convenient for either of the ert himself to render the time spent in the schoplroom and a better supply of. Text Books.—A feel-! ollect a case of narrow escape from death, in
profitable to them.
in April, 1840.)
.i
¡ng of dependence is always depressing. The the use of prussic acid. A young physicommittee to visit this school.
ffrom
’i’nm
it as woll
i1
»z-»»
Excepting that in the»strict,
.......... our Pub-j sjul.n
______ ___
_ it
cAi7d suffers
well ns
as tthe
adult, cian, afflicted
with the ♦/»/•»♦Ennkn
toothache, rltl.ic»/!
diluted
Among the most prominent of the duties
Dwlrict No. 5,.—{Village.}—Two schools
Schools are not what it is desirable they The boy or «irl who Is oblbred to read jy?
i or se ne, as he thought, sufficiently, and appli
required of the Superintending School Com are kept during the warm season in this dis lie
_.i
__
ia t._
.
.......
i....
-,:.i
...........
I
A
,,
.
mittees of Towns, by the statute of March 11, trict. One of them, during the last season, should be, or what with proper exertions recite from a borroived book., which can be had ed it to the tooth upon a bit of cotton. He
only in
at cerium
certain seasons aou
and wr
for wmcii
which reureli. e ..
a
.c .
. ,
1834, are, the examination of persons propos was under the care of Miss Harriet Stevens and they might be made. Still there has been no vuiy
ing to teach schools in town, in regard to the other under that of Miss Julia Mendum. slight degree of improvement in al! of them ance must be bad upon the continued good instantly fell upon the floor, as if struck by
nature
of
a
fellow
student,
feels
mortified
and
I
lightning
and
continued
insensible
for
fifteen
since
the
last
season.
The
attendance,
gen

their qualifications for the office
the visit The average attendance at the former was ’25,
ing of each of the public schools, twice at —at the latter 37. Both schools were well sup erally, both in Summer and Winter, has been discouraged. Let the same child have books i or twenty minutes. On recovering, he was
least during its continuance
to direct what plied with hooks.—Miss Stevens’ school was larger and much more punctual. The chil which it can call its own. and a perceptible very weak for three or four days, his com
Books shall be used in them, and to make a visited twice,—a third visit was contemplated, dren appear to be more anxious to learn, and difference in its manner and progress will be plexion being exceedingly pale.
Report, at the annual Meeting, “ of the stand —for the purpose of ascertaining, by a care an increased interest is manifested in the manifest.
In such cases, the patient should be made
ing of the scholars in the several districts, ful examination of the pupils in the several Schools on the part of Parents.
Punctuality.—Too much attention can
to
swallow
a half teaspoonfull of cayenne pep
A
system
of
instruction
different
from
that
the progress which they may have respec branches pursued by them, the progress made
not be given to this by Parents.— If the chil
tively made, and the various success which by them during the term,—but was prevent usually pursued is required to bring our dren are punctual at the hour, no time is per, infused in a wine glass of boiling water,
The lost
may have attended the modes of instruction ed, in consequence of the unavoidable dis Schools up to the desired standard.
if punctual in their daily attendance, taken about blood warm. A teaspoonfull of
and government of the several Teachers.” continuance ot the school before the time Teacher must not consider his work done, confusion, detrimental to the interests of the this put into the mouth will cause the patient
Beside these, various other duties are speci had expired for which the Teacher was en when he has heard a class read and has as School, is prevented. If these matters are to swallow, though insensible. At the same
fied, less important and requiring less time gaged. The committee were well pleased sisted such as may have met with words neglected the School must necessarily suffer. time a blister should be applied to the back
and attention for their performance.
with the appearance of the school when vis which they could not pronounce correctly.
Visiting.—If Parents would occasionally of the neck, to stimulate the spinal cord, the
Your committee regret that they have not ited and are inclined to think favorably of He must learn them to define, to think, to read visit the School in their district and tarry from
great trunk where the nerves are distributed
under
standingly.
He
must
adopt
and
prac

been able,owing to circumstances beyond their j(Miss S. as a Teacher.—Miss Mendum’s
control, to visit every school at least twice dur-.'’school was visited three times. It appeared tice upon the principle,—and impress the 15 minutes to an hour, they would find that throughout the system. After this, high
the practice would not only increase their
ing its continuance,—but fully sensible of the very well. Miss M. has been employed sev children with its importance and truth,—that own interest in it, but would encourage and and nourishing food, well seasoned with
a single line, well read, is by far a better day’s
Cayenne, ¿lack pepper, horse radish or
importance ot this branch of their duties, I eral years in this district.
animate the scholars.
*
mustard, and a bath of steam, or of water,
they have devoted to it as many hours and as j The
j lie Winter School,
¡school, under
tinner tne
01 Mr. work, than a page, hurried over, without re
the care nf
Our
Public
Schools
are
Republican
Institu

gard to pronunciation, punctuation, or the
much attention as other indispensable engage- j William M. Bryant, is still in operation.. ...
as hot as the patient can bear it, will soon
Atinents would permit. During these visits such tendance generally very punctual;—largest meaning of the words and sentences it con tions. The Free-School system originated in restore the strength.—IY Y. JVhig,
New England more than two centuries ago—
enquiries as were deemed proper were made nUfnber 75
average 60
ages from 10 to tains.—So with recitations. It is not enough
(the first was established in Boston in 1635.)
of the Teachers, as to their method of insiruc-| jg, V,\::
J..rr!Ld with Books.
Well supplied
There are 'i that
.nal..the
inc words
w?‘as in
in the book are recited with —The experience of more than two centuries
Some one offers the following receipt to
tion, &c., and the scholars were examined in 5 rea(|*in<y classes embracing ihe who|e fae.licy and correctness,. He must require
see to
the several branches of study pursued by j scb0oI_ all attend to Spelling, Defining,
>n™n>ng.-«>e
to it
it that, they are per- attests to its inestimable value, as well as to make pure Wine :—e To three gallons of
the wisdom of its projectors. It forms a no water, add five pounds of bloom raisins, (the
them. 1 lie answers of the I eachers to the , Writing and Written Arithmetic.—50 have i fectly understood, and he must explain and
ble and distinguishing feature of our Repub stones or pits extracted,)—place the whole
enquiries proposed to them, and the apparent; attended to Mental Arithmetic, in 3 classes JI illustrate as occasion requires. If the exer
Without it, it may well he doubted
standing of the sc
scholars, were carefully noted ;Text RookS) Emerson’s 1st and 2d parts and cises are unusually dry, he must relieve them lic.
in a stone jug with a narrow mouth, cover
i by pertinent remarks connected with some whether we should not even at this hour have ed with a fine linen rag ; keep it near the fire
—generally
while
—ono aColburn’s 1st Lessons. 37 have attended to
„ .-„h.,
... in
.1.0the School-room
.z»h.».__z»r.
small Record Book prepared for the purpose. ; Geography, in 3 classes,—the first class— I subject embraced in the reading lesson or worn the title, and suffered the privations, of constantly for 8 or 10 days, and then rack
From these memoranda the following statis I Text book Goodrich’s Malte Brun—have ! recitation of the day. Such a system will subjects,—but, while it is properly cherished
and appreciated, it may well be doubted it off. You will have a pure wine, free
tical table has been prepared :—
j been through the book during the term and | beget interest on the part of the pupil. He j whether we shall ever surrender the proud from alcohol, and precisely the liquor used
District No. l.-(Po?,i.)--The Summer School are reviewing. 33 have studied History, in I will study, not because his parents and teach appellative of Freemen.
in olden times for sacred purposes, and the
was kept by Miss Ann Littlefield of Wells The 2 classes :■ Text-books, Parley’s first book, er tell him he must,—but because he feels
All of which is respectfully submitted.
article which many at this day are anxious
average attendance during most of the term and Goodrich’s U. S. 22 have attended to that it is good for him to do so,—that he is
i gaining knowledge,—each day becoming wisly in search of, and those to whom the
D. REMICH, Chairman S. S. Com.
was 60. This school was visited twice. Grammar and 3 to Natural Philosophy.
Law and the Prophecies were confided, will
Many of the scholars were quite backward,
Mr. Bryant is an experienced Instructer, jer. His interest deepens,—his mental pow
Kennebunk,
April
1,
1840.
and were not well supplied with books.. and “ his heart is in the work.” He is the ers are strengthened, and, if properly directmake, as usual during the present month,
Miss L. appeared to be capable and industri- owner of, and uses, a large number of Gards,i ed,- good moral principles are taking ,rootr
for the annual celebration of the Passover.
MISCELLANEOUS.
and
Maps,
nn.l,
also,
Apparatus
for
faci
|
itlit
.
h.m,
and
he
p
atforu,
ts
bemg
jatd
of
ous, but she had too much to perform. The
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‘
in
?
Matbernatieal
studies,
I
?
character
which
wtll
secure
to
society
an
school was too large, embracing 4 classes in ing instruction
Recipe for making labor-saving Spap
•
There is a plague-spot upon society —
Geography, 1 in History, 2 in Grammar, and , which not only render the School-room „ »nelltgen and vuluotts crttzen.
1 in Mental Arithmetic. Several attended to pleasant anti interesting place to the scholars, I , Your CointnitteO have no tune to pursue, corroding and cankering its very vitals— Take two pounds washing soda, two pounds
I'.ey will only ash attention, fostered by its indulgencies, and undimin- yellow bar Soap, ten quarts of water
cut
written Arithmetic and to Penmanship. but contribute materially to accelerate theii, 11,8
There were also 4 Reading Classes, and some progress. His method of instruction is ad lor a few moments, to brief remarks in rela ished by its punishments. The young and the soap in thin slices, and boil all together
10 or 12 in the Spelling book. There was, mirably calculated to make the learner under tion to Teachers, Books, &c.
the lovely wither beneath its blight, and all two hours, then strain it through a cloth, let
Teachers.—Without a competent Teacher, around them are contaminated by its influ it cool, and it is fit for use. .Directions
however, on the part of many of the pupils, a stand what he reads and commits.
Approperceptible Improvement during the term. !t priate anecdotes, historical facts and moral a good School cannot be expected. It is not ence. How few are there who cannot tell for using this Soap : Put the clothes in soak
The Summer School would be much more I counsel are given daily :—not in the formal i enough that the applicant presents diplomas
the night before you wash, and to every pail
profitable, in this district, if the more advan- ! manner of Lectures, but in a familiar style, I «nd letters of recommendation. He should of a daughter or a friend undone, a son or a
ItiquiltRl to
iu furnish
JUIIIIOII pauoiavtui
y evincin
lje required
satisfactory
evidenceg neighbor led into ruin by the fearful fascina of water in which you boil them, add one
ced scholars could, by an arrangement at the ; and when suggested by passages in the read- iI lie
district meeting, be excluded from it.
mg lessons or recitations.
By this system '. that he is acquainted, in the broadest signifi- tion of some erring beauty ? Alas that hu pound of Soap. They will need no rubbing ;
The Fall and Winter School commenced ; the pupils are more interested, and more ea- ij cation of the term, with the several branches man nature should be so fallen ! but so it is. merely rinse them out, and they will be
7th October and continued 4 months, under , sily governed, than by any other. They ac-;< taught in our Common Schools, —that he is The ruin of woman’s honor fills the earth perfectly clean and white. This recipe has
the care of Mr. Chase Moulton. The attend- I quire a habit of thinking about what they capable of imparting to others the informa with sin, and hell with victims.
Legisla been sold for ^5, and the Soap f cts. per lb. ;
ance varied from 40 to 80—average 50. The 1 read and learn,—of ascertaining, and render tion he has acquired—of removing the ob tion can afford no remedy. The only cor it can be manufactured for 2 cts. per lb.
stacles
that
may
present
themselves
in
the
Teacher complained of want of punctual-1 ing themselves capable of giving, the “ whys
rective is in a moral education.
I would
ity on the part of the scholars. There were j and wherefores” for the rules and facts and pathway of the learner. Practicing upon this teach every Christian mother, that she may
The Law.—We learn from the Courier
principle,
your
Committee
have
been
under
6 reading classes and 11 classes for Recita - I principles which they find laid down in their
weave around her child a bulwark more im that Judge Williams, in a late case before the
tions. TIt is desirable that the number of. books, and are thus enabled to retain in the the disagreeable necessity of declining to
classes should be reduced in this school, and memory and apply to practical purposes, the grant Certificates to several who have pre pregnable than hardened steel — that virtue, Court of Common Pleas, laid down the law
sented themselves for examination during the as a principle of action, will place around in relation to a question interesting to editors
that more attention should be paid to reading \ information obtained in the School-room.
and defining than there has been latterly. ! District No. 6(Cat-Mousam )—There was no last year.—It is also true, that a Teacher may her child a defence like a circle of living of newspapers, as follows :
The district is so large that it would be bene- ! Summer-School kept in this district during the last possess the requisite attainments and yet be fire, dismaying the libertine, and disarming
1. Where a subscriber to a newspaper or
deficient in tact,—incapable, from indolent
ders it to be disconiinued, and it continues to
ficial if children under 8 years of age could i year.
the
vicious
;
would
tell
her
that
an
empty
The Winter School was kept by Mr. David Chick, habits or constitutional lack of energy, of pre
be left at his residence, the presumption is, in
be excluded from the winter school.
and continued 10 weeks. Average attendance 20.
mind can ill withstand the attacks of the the absence of any evidence to the contrary,
District No. 2.—{Landing.}—The commit- j There were, beside those in the Spelling book, 7 Read: serving order ; and neglectful of that essential
branch of his duty, the developing of the \ tempter ; that in the long catalogue of fe
tee were not notified by the Agent as to the I ing classes in this School—at least 3 too many. There mental powers of his pupils, by a course of male ruin, but few are found who have that it is left by the subscriber’s orders, and
were, also, small classes in Grammar, Geography and
upon a promise to pay for it.
time of the commencement or close of the j Mental Arithmetic. The school appeared very well at instruction like that to which reference has
been distinguished for moral or intel
2. If a newspaper is left from day to day
Summer Term of the School in this District. | the first visit. Owing to some mistake on the part
already been made. Your Committee have,
It was visited once, however, near the close | of the Teacher as to the length of the term, the com in most cases, expressed these views to those lectual cultivation, I would have her teach for a person at his place of business, with his
of the term. It appeared very well.
Miss: mittee did not visit it a second time. They went to the to whom Certificates have been granted, and her child, that happiness is only compatible knowledge and consent, though without his
with goodness, that a swerving from recti express request, and if he has reason to be
Hannah A. Slone Teacher.
I school-house for that purpose, but found it closed.
District No. 7,—(near Mr. Eben. Larrabee's.)—Sum have not hesitated to state to them that it was tude is a voluntary embracing of misery and lieve that it is so left under the belief, though
The Winter School was kept by Mr. Cyrus [ mer
School visited twice. Average attendance 22 5 expected they would labor in their vocation,
K. Littlefield. Visited twice. It is believed very punctual, Duration 3 months. Miss--------Lar and their belief that an indolent School-mas death ; that vice is never so deadly as when a mistaken one, that he is a subscriber, and
that the School was a profitable one. The rabee, Teacher.—Classes in Geography, Grammar, ter is an* incumbrance rather than a benefit to arrayed in the colors of virtue ; and that the under the expectation that he is to pay for it,
in that case he will be bound to pay for it,
classes in Grammar, Geography, History and History and Mental Arithmetic.-—Miss L. is an excel a district.
first moment when she can look on vice unless he gives notice to discontinue it.
Mental Arithmetic made considerable profi lent teacher, and takes much pains to explain the read
Doubtless the principal cause of the low without detestation she is lost for ever.
ing lessons, &c. Her plan is to ask such questions and
I
ciency. There were several excellent read impart such information, as will lead the learner to ex state of our public schools and the indiffer
Truth.—The Temperance Gazette says,—
ers in this School, and, also, quite a number ercise his reasoning powers, and to understand as he ence which prevailed generally in reference know my words may appear superfluous ;
but when I think upon the thousands hurry “ There is one thing, which no Man should
goes along. The committee were much pleased with
Reading
of very careless ones.
” " _ and De"
to
them,
two
years
ago,
was
their
inefficiency.
ing on in their career of sin — when I think do, which no Gentleman will do, which no
fining deserve more attention than they the appearance of this School.
In some districts Teachers had been employ
No Winter Term,
have received of late. The Teacher comcom
how the daughter of a house is its honor and person who wishes to maintain a character
ed
who
were
destitute
of
tact
or
talent,
and
No. 8,—(Plains.)—Summer School, under
for honesty and respectability will be guilty
plained that there was a deficiency of Books. theDistrict
care of Miss--------- Larrabee. Continued 6 weeks. sometimes of both, who considered their its grace—when I think of the father and of and that is,—refusing to take a paper from
—This School, too, would doubtless be im rJ’he existence of this school was not known to the com work done, when the child had learned to mother that loved her—the brother who
proved by excluding from it all under 8years mittee, until after itsclose. It may be reasonably in read words and recite sentences, without made her his pride, and the sister on whose the Post Office till he is certain that all ar
rearages are paidA — And we would add, that
ferred, however, from the character of the Teacher,
ot age.
troubling themselves
whether they bosom she slept —how V«..
all vz.
of them
are
utter(11 it
11 was
wa» rt
11
C to
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|
... V.
. V. unx
t
that
a piOLKrtUie
profitable UIJC.
one.
there is one more thing no gentleman should
District No. 3,—{Pine.}—Summer School
The Winter School
Mr. Joseph A. Ba- were capable of defining, the one, or were lv lost and dishonored by a daughter’s deg- do—tax his neighbor for his reading ivhen he
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kept by Miss Lydia Wells of this town. ley./ I’be Agent
did not notify the Committee as to the adding to their stock of information by the
• such
■ a course of" •instruction radution — when I think of these things— is able to pay for a paper himself.
Length of term
months. Visited 3 times. time of rts commencement or close. Notice of the lat- other. ”
Under
Bangor Whig.
ler
was
given
by
the
Teacher,
but
not
in
season
to
ren

that 1 am writing to assist in the cause of
Largest number of scholars at any one time
at
a loss to
imagine what Pbeneder more luaii
than one vjbu
visit expedient. Average utieijuattend- the .child. was
.
. «
.
.
47_average 35. Miss Wells is an excellent aer
ance 25. Beside those in the Spelling Book, there fa he derived from the exercises of the woman’s redemption—that I am seeking to
A young girl at Sandlake, N. Y. was re
Teacher, and was indefatigable in her exer were 8 reading classes in this school, 5 of which used ; School, and the Parents were fast becoming i gather sotds from among the tares that have
tions to advance her pupils. Many of the hooks not proper for reading books. There were, also,! of opinion that Public Schools were little bet choked them—I feel that could I dip my cently suffocated by the fumes of a friction
match which she was lighting ; and although
T
^se remarks
scholars progressed very considerably in their small classes in Geography, Grammar and Menial ter lhan
These
remarks are
are nol
not of
of pen in everlasting fire, and trace my in a measure restored by' cold water, which
Arithmetic. I his is a backward school, but there has
studies during the term.
been a perceptible improvement, on the part of the pu course applicable to all the districts, but only thoughts in words of burning, they would she continued to call for and swallow, she
The parents in the district manifested an pils, since last year.
to a portion of them. There has been a man- even then be far from extravagant.
died in about two hours afterwards, and be
unusual degree of interest in this school, and
The
ifest improvement
in these particulars in our
District No. 9.-—(______ ,
_ . Summer School
.
fore medical aid could be obtained. This
Aurora Mss.
appropriated the whole of the money which continued 3 months, under the care of Miss
consequences
are,. Qgreater
......Lucy• D.; Schools
‘ and the
'--------.
‘ ■
should operate as a caution to every one who
v y punctual.
;
.... 1 ■ ■ proficiency
- could legally be expended for the maintenance Lord. Average attendance 39;—■very
on the part of the pupils and inIron in Oak.—The frequent effects of uses these now almost universal matches.
of the Summer School to the payment of the Classes in Geography, Grammar and Mental Arithme creased interest on the part of the Parents.
20 in the Spelling book, Visited twice. 'Hie
Portland Advertiser.
lightning
upon this monarch of tJie forest, has
wages'of the Teacher,—the board being con tic.
Something
might
be
done
towards
making
progress of the pupils during the term was creditable to
tributed by several families whose children them and their teacher.
the business of Teaching a distinct profession, excited the attention of the philosophic mind.
The Whaling Business.— During the past
attended. By this means the term was con
The Winter School was kept bj* Mr. George W. ¡f} when a good Instructer had been obtained After citing several examples of the manner
tinued some 5 or 6 weeks longer than it Woodhouse. Average attendance 40. Classes in :' in any district, the agent was requested to in which the oak has been singled out from season the business in this line has been unu
would have been had the usual course been Mental and Written Arithmetic, Geography, Gram- |! secure his services for another season ; and if, other trees immediately adjoining, and of e- sually good. The Nantucket Enquirer says,
mar, Algebra, and Natural uiitu
Philosophy
—4t uiivouMity
Reading -----J x
iiatuicvi.
'
that one of the vessels arrived at that port has
pursued.
the American
first class book. { by an agreement among the several agents in qual height, a writer upon the subject says : —
classes ;—■the
t’ highest
1 ' J —in
'
‘
The Winter School, which was continued —was a very large one and made up generally of ex town, there could be such an arrangement in “ It is well known by chemists that oak con cleared more than a dollar an hour, besides
cellent readers. The examinations of the several clas-1 regard to the time of commencing the tains a considerable .portion of iron in its interest on cost, &c., from the time she sail
10 Weeks, was kept by Mr. Edwin Walker. ses
in Geography, Grammar and Arithmetic, at the j
The average attendance was 38.
There second visit, were very satisfactory. Mr. W’s. method schools in the several districts, as that the composition. This metal, it may be presum ed, until the hour of her arrival home.
were, beside those in the Spelling book, four of instruction, it is believed, was satisfactory to the same Teacher could be employed in two, ed, is held in solution by the sap, and equal
The way it works in Indiana.— A friend
three or more of them, and thus retained in ly distributed throughout the whole tree ;
reading classes. There were, also, classes in District. Length of term 4 months.
not be owing to this circumstance that writes us from Louisville, that in one townDistrict No> 10—( Upper Alewive.}—The Summer town for a considerable portion, if not all, of) mf»y
Grammar and Mental Arithmetic.
The
school was not well supplied with books. School was kept by Miss Abigail Roberts. Length of his time. The benefits that would accrue the oak is so frequently a victim to that pow ship on the Wabash river, in Indiana, where
term6 weeks.--Average attendance 18. Nearly half from such a plan, to all concerned, are too er, which in fact it solicits with extended they have 160 voters, all but eight of whom
The committee were much pleased with the ! of
the pupils were in the Spelling book ;—only 3 atarms, to its own destruction ? This is a fact went lor Van Buren in 1836—they are now
appearance of the school at their second visit i tended to writing. The scholars generally were back- obvious to need to be enumerated.
The faithful Instructor should be well paid. worthy of notice, and ought to be known, in all for General Harrison—there is not a Van
—the pupils appeared to be interested and to ; ward, and it was nol reasonable lb expect a very perhave made very respectable progress in their I ceptible improvement during the short period that the He is “ worthy his hire.” The length of a order to prevent persons taking shelter in sit Buren man left in the township. If this is not
studies. This was the first school kept by I school was in ope/ation. Miss Roberts is an industri- term is not a question of so much importance uations attended with such imminent dan a “ sign,” we are at a loss to know what a
I ous and capable ’I’eacher.
“ sign” is,—Cin, Republican,
ger.”
Mr. Walker,—he is industrious and capable,
The Winter Term was kept by Mr. Evat Willard, as its results. If a Teacher, in 4 weeks, by
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France, said Mr. C., is one of our important1 of the Hall rushed in.
Order was at length
(From tho Madisonian ]
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE. markets for cotton, and if we impose a duty
restored.]
OUR PROSPECTS.
on
one
of
her
important
products,
our
inter

Mr. Dromgoole of Va. called upon the
Later from Europe.—By the packet ship TWENTY-SIXTH CONGRESS........... FIRST SESSION.
Being nt the seat of Government where we
course
with
that
country
will
fall
short
prormembers
*
'to stop
. the quarrel where
'___ it was. have opportunities that are denied to many
George Washington from Liverpool, at New
IN SENATE.”portionably. Mr. C. said that the article is The
1 he honor
_ c___ r..:__ i.
. .*
honor of
of the
the cotintrv
country rennirozl
required ill«»
that the j of
York, we have received our files of London
our friends, of ilooking over the whole
considered a luxury. If this idea, that all ar disorder should be quelled.
papers to March 24, and Liverpool to the 25th.
MONDAY, APRIL 20.
¡ground and judging fiotii evidence of the
Mr. Wise asked the Speaker what order most authentic kind, of the prospects before
In the House of Commons on the 23d, a
The Senate sat but a short time, adjourn ticles of luxury were to be taxed, was carried
bill was introduced for the union of Upper ing upon the annunciation of the death of out, we should have the tariff expanded, and could be taken.
us in the great struggle of the People against
Mr. Under wood of Ky. moved for the ap the office holders, we present a statement
and Lower Canada, with a single House of Judge White, late Senator from Tennessee. all the evils of the old or existing Tariff.
I
should
be
willing,
said
Mr.
Calhoun,
to
pointment of a Select Committee. He said that must be realized in November next, tiilAssembly for both the present provinces, to
The death of Judge White was announced
consist of 78 members, and an Upper House by his immediate successor, Mr. Anderson, lax articles of luxury, but not to protect arti that the nation would not tolerate such con less all the signs of the times are wholly deor Legislative Council, as at present in who received the information this morning. cles of necessity, and as the questions are duct. He proposed a committee of five to ¡ceptive. At any rate we may say to our
the two provinces, appointed for life. A mes Mr. A. spoke of the distinguished Senator in generally connected, I would be careful and investigate the causes of the quarrel, The friends, that the States set down as certain,
sage from the Queen was presented to the suitable terms.
Mr. Preston follow'ed in a prudent as to the imposition of duty upon motion was unanimously seconded.
j are entirely within their power, and thosg
any article of necessity or luxury.
Mr. Conner of N. C. spoke feelingly and that are stated doubtful, may be rendered
tvo Houses of Parliament, proposing the still loftier strain of eulogy on the public and
Mr.
Calhoun
hoped
that
Congress
at
the
eloquently of the gross outrage which had certain for Harrison and reform, by proper
grant of an annuity to Lord Seaton, long private character of his deceased friend, after
known as Sir John Colborne.
which the customary resolutions in testimony next session would be prepared to go fully been committed.
exertions. The Richmond Enquirer profess^»
Mr. Banks of Va., said he spoke under feel es to think that we are not sanguine of the
In the House of Commons on the 19th, in of respect for the memory of the deceased into the discussion of the Tariff question.
Without
further
remark,
the
memorial
was
ings
which
he
had
never
before
experienced.
reply to an inquiry in relation to the object of were adopted, and the Senate adjourned, referred.
result. We now say to Mr. Ritchie, that
He was for investigation.
the naval and military preparations going on without transacting any business.
nothing short of the death oi General Harri
Mr.
Benton,
chairman
of
rhe
committee
on
Mr. Briggs also spoke appropriately upon son, can defeat his election, and we are wiiin IndiaMilitary affairs, reported a bill for providin« the question and with great effect.
Lord John Russell said, that they were to
TUESDAY, APRIL 21.
ling to leave this statement with him to com
for
the
settlement
of
the
claims
of
the
Maine
Mr. Andrews of Ky. thought no good pare it with the result next No vein her.
obtain reparation for the insults and injuries
Mr. Buchanan, from the committee on for
offered to her Majesty’s superintendent and eign relations, made a report in answer to a Militia for services rendered in the protection could come of debate, and moved the Previ Harrison Reform. V. B. the Office Holders.
her Majesty’s subjects by the Chinese govern memorial from J no. S. Clayton and others of of the Maine territory in the winter and ous Question, which was promptly seconded Massachusetts, 14
New Hampshire,
7
ment ; they were to obtain for merchants Alabama, praying for u communication by spring of 1839. The lull on motion of Mr. and the Select Committee instructed to take Vermont,
7
A rkansas,
3
trading with China an indemnification for the the isthmus of Darieir between North and Beuton had its first and second reading and order immediately in reference to the outrage. Connecticut,
8
Mississippi,
4
A Report accoms
The Speaker announced the Committee°as Rhode Island,
loss of their property, incurred by threats of South America. Mr. Buchanan said the me was laid upon the table.
4
Georgia,
n
violence offered by persons under the direc morial properly belonged to the President of panied the bill, and Mr. B. gave notice that follow’s : Mr. Underwood of Ky., Mr. Butler New York,
42
South Carolina,
h
he should call the bill up for the action of the of Ky., Mr. Briggs of Mass, Mr. Clifford of New Jersey,
8
tion of the Chinese government ; and, lastly, the
i
United States, and it was referred ac
Senate as soon as the Report was printed.
Maine, and Mr. Cooper of Ga.
Maryland,
10
they were to obtain a certain security that cordingly.
36
A large number of private bills were or
The Committee had leave to sit during the Delaware,
3
Doubtful.
persons pnd property in future trading with
The Private Bills ordered to be engrossed
dered
to
be
engrossed
;
and
the
Senate
ad

Ohio,
21
session
of
the
House,
and
left
the
Hall.
Missouri,
4
China should be protected frotp insult and <on Saturday were finally passed today.
journed to Monday.
15
Maine,
The House then proceeding in the public Kentucky.
io
injury, and that the trade and commerce
Mr. Norvell called up his bill allowing the
Indiana,
9
North
Carolina,
15
business, Mr. Saltonstall proceeded in his re
should be maintained upon a proper footing. State
I
of Michigan one hundred thousand
Illinois,
5
Alabama,
7
marks.
—
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
It appears that the Emperor of Morocco, <acres of the Public Domain for the construcM ichigan,
3
MONDAY, APRIL 20.
who is in alliance with Abd el Kader in Al-; non ot a'Ship Canal around the Falls of St.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22.
Tennessee,
15
36
The discussion of the Civil and Diplomat
giers, has declared war against France.
The discussion of the civil and diplomatic Virginia,
Maria. A debate on this bill ensued.
The
23
The ship Vernon, of 1000 tons, with a bill was finally recommitted for amendment. ic Appropriation Bill was resumed in Com appropriation bill was continued by Mr. G. Pennsylvania,
30
mittee
of
the
Whole.
stearn engine of30 horse power in aid of her
5
Davis of Ky., Mr. Reed of Mass, and Mr. Louisiana,
The Pre-emption Bill was then taken up.
Mr. Everett, of Vermont, spoke at great Hopkins of Ya. ;—the two first in opposition
sails, has arrived at Calcutta.
Mr. Clay oi Ky. spoke in opposition to it,
length on the subject ; and Mr. Keim, of to the administration, and the last in opposi
222
and Mr. Clay of Ala. in its defence.
Pennsylvania, who had been anxious to re tion to the log cabin and Tippecanoe party.
This is our deliberate judgment. Necessary
French Politics.—The latest accounts from
ply to his colleague, Mr. Ogle, obtained the
Mr. Corwin of Ohio, then followed—speak to a choice 148 only ; but, if we lose all the
France left the prospects of the new ministry
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 22.
in rather a precarious state, and the ultimate
In the Senate there was nothing worthy of, floor, and spoke about two hours, vindicating ing chiefly on the subject of public expendi doubtful States, and with them the States of
the
Administration
from
some
of
the
charges
tures, he explained the reason why he had Pennsylvania, Virginia and Tennessee, which
prospects of the government in a considera notice, except the Bankrupt Bill which was
signed the famous circular. It was not to affect we hold certain States, still we elect Gen. H.
ble uncertainty. The pending debate in the ;' reported from the majority of the Committee brought against it by Mr. Ogle.
Mr. Parmenter next obtained the floor, the Virginia elections, but to reply to letters We therefore say to our friends every where,
Chamber of Deputies was expected to termi- ,' on the Judiciary by Mr. Clayton.
The from his constituents, asking him what those press on, every thing is safe, by proper ex
nate in a vote which would be decisive of the g
j This Bill only extends to voluntary bank- though a dozen members sought it.
anxiety for speaking has certainly increased expenditures were. Mr. Duncan here rose, ertions. The prize is one worthy of the ef
question whether they could even attempt
disagreement
. to ; rupts,
f ~. such' 1being the
1
” . ........... ’7 in the
carry on the government. M. Thiers, „.,d
.. committee
—..................
....... that it was
..... found impossible
,„1|WNMUre instead of diminishing, and so it would be if and asked his colleague whether his constitu forts of freemen—it is nothing short of the
and a.
room,
the discussion were to continue six months ents, at the same time, inquired, who voted rescue of our beloved country from the hands
majority of the members of the cabinet, al- ’ to
; and
' get beyond
' v . what wa.s reported
.
r-------?. happy
-n'.1
though their political course, particularly that i will it be for the thousands now plunged in longer—for it has been settled that all man for these expenditures. Mr. Corwin replied of the spoilers, who have brought her to her
depressed and embarrassed condition—who
of their leader, has not been a very consistent debt, if this can succeed. The creditor inter- ner of personal and political topics may be in the negative.
introduced in the debate.
He spoke also of Mr. Van Buren’s reserve have trampled under their feet the institu
one, are considered as belonging to the radi- ests will, however, oppose it; it being entirely
Mr. Parmenter spoke at length in defence on the subject of the Cumberland Road ; no tions of their country, and for the purpose of
cal party. There is among them a mixture {| for the benefit ot debtors,
debtors.
of the Administration, and in exposition of one knew whether he was for it or against it. holding on to the offices and of dividing out
of members of a more conservative class, of
f’
vstated
__
.1 i Mr. Clayton
the views of the comthe Doctrinaire Party, but the influence ofmittee in a clear and succinct manner, .He the political character of General Harrison’s Certainly gentlemen on the other side could among themselves the money of the people,
these does not appear to be sufficient to com- (said there were two members of the majority, friends. He had much to say about the Fed not find fault with Gen. Harrison’s silence on are daily, through their pensioned presses, li
maud in their favor so much of the court par- not disposed to go farther than the present’ eralism of the Harrison men, and alluded to the subject of abolition, while they approved beling and slandering the man selected as the
many individuals—particularly his colleague, of Mr. Van Buren’s silence in respect to the candidate of the people—the man who per
ty as to ensure them a majority —the radical ; bill. He could not concur with them in o- Mr.Saltonstall.
Cumberland road. He wished to know what iled his life for his bleeding country while
party alone being in a minority in the Cham- } pinion, and he thought it the duty of Congress
The Committee seemed to be very much were Mr. Van Buren’s opinions on that sub they were walking the carpets of their splen
her. The Journal des Debats, which strong-I to pass a general Bankrupt Law, such as
excited,
and
ready
for
any
thing.
A
row
was
ject.
did mansions, in silk stockings and morocco
ly opposes the new ministry, shows from the should be alike favorable to debtor and credthreatened.—Some talked of “ sitting out”
At half past 8 o’clock, Mr. xMcKay of N. C.
votes
in the
nine uuicauA,
bureaux, vu
on the , itor ; by wwhich
making
prefer.w.yo given >>■
mo umc
111 u 11 ] persons
/ c I su 11 s j found
o u 11 < I m
ak hig pre
1 erthe
bill
—
others
of
continuing
the
discussion
took the floor, and the Committee rose and
choice of the committee on the secret service ences in assigning their goods, or fraudulentbill, that a majority of the members who vot- i ly, or wantonly wasting”their effects, might —and more of adjourning.—Those in favor the House adjourned. It will be impossible
Outrage in Congress.—The scene of vio
of adjourning, carried their object by strata to gel the bill through the committee before lence described in the report of the proceed
ed, the bureaux
unusually
1........... 1being
.......................
" ' full,
f 11 there
'
i be compelled to surrender to do justice to
gem. When the motion was made for the the end of the week.
ings of Congress on Tuesday, is greatly to be
was a majority of votes against the ministers, their creditors.
Committee to rise, there was a clear majority
regretted, as tending to disgrace the country
although there happened to be a majority in
The minority would not admit of any re
against
them,
but
they
skulked
behind
the
not only in the view of the whole people, but
their favor in five of the nine bureaux.
port that did not make the law compulsory,
THURSDAY, APRIL 23.
pillars, &c. so as to deprive the Committee of
After further debate on the resolution from in the eyes of foreign nations.
It is to be
Boston Daily Adv.
and, at the same time, embrace corporations.
a quorum, and force it to rise. The House the Committee on Public expenditures to a- hoped that measures will be taken, to vindi
A proposition had been made to compromise
then adjourned, but not until Mr. Jones had
Two Missionaries Eaten by Savages ! — the matter, and to draft three bills—one for informed them that tomorrow he would en bolish that Committee, the previous question cate the character of the House from all par
was moved and sustained, and the resolution ticipation in such acts of violence and inde
Through the kindness ofa gentleman in this voluntary bankruptcy ; another for compul-| deavor to take the bill out of Committee.
corum, by countenancing them, or suffering
was rejected—yeas 6, nays 148.
city, we are permitted to publish an extract >; sory ; and the third embracing corporations :
The
letter
of
the
Secretary
of
War,
in
re

The General Appropriation Bill was again them to pass without the severest censure.
from a letter just received by him, containing 1 and let the Senate vote on each bill—but that ply to the resolution of the House of Repre
taken up in Committee of the Whole, and The different accounts of the transaction va
the heart-rending intelligence that two Mis was declined. Mr. C. thought that this bill
sentatives relative to the plan proposed for the debate was continued by Mr. McKay, ry in some degree in the details, but that
sionaries in New Zealand have shared the fate would stand on its own merits, and not be
the defence of the Western frontier; also, Mr. Evans and Mr. Atherton. At 7 o’clock which we have copied appears to he substan
entangled with the vexed questions growing
of Lyman and Munson !—JV. V. Observer.
stating what tribes of Indians inhabit the the Committee rose—there being no quorum, tiated, in all important particulars, by several
out
of
a
complex
one,
where
the
three
ob

Sidney, N. S. Wales, Dec. 1st, 1839.
country immediately west of Arkansas and and the House adjourned.
others. It seems that one of the party was
“ The missionary brig ‘ Camden,’ left Opo- jects were embraced under one head.
Missouri—is a very interesting document.
armed with a knife, a circumstance which
The
Chairman
of
the
Committee
(Mr.
Wall)
hi the day before our ship sailed, and arrived
This
immense
frontier,
extending
from
the
will be regarded throughout the civilized
FRIDAY, APRIL 24.
here last evening, bringing news that two of '| said the minority could never consent to re- Gulf ot Mexico to the south-west corner of
Among the bills reported was one from the world, as giving a peculiar character to a
the missionaries who sailed in her during a 1 port a bill as uniform, which looked only to Missouri, is one day, and perhaps at no dis
visit to the island of Ewomango, one of °the |! the interests ot the debtor, nor one that did tant day, to be a theatre of war with the sav Committee on the Judiciary for the abolition scene, thus publicly enacted, in our national
of public executions.
legislature. It will be inferred from this in
New Hebrides, were killed and eaten by the not embrace artificial as well as natural per ages. Preparations such as are recommend
Mr. Atherton, of N. H. took the floor at cident, that it is the usage of American legis
sons. He therefore made a report from the
natives.
ed in the report, viz. the establishment of
lators, to enter the legislative chambers thus
“They were Messrs. Williams and Harris : minority, and gave notice that when the sub- forts, barracks, &c., the repairing and con one o’clock in continuation of his speech, be
gun yesterday, in defence of the Administra armed.—Boston Daily Adv.
!
ject
came
up,
he
should
move
to
strike
out
the
I knew them both at Opolu —Mr. Williams
structing
of
roads,
and
military
surveys
of
the
tion.
quite intimately ; he was a highly intelligent bill oft he majority, and substitute that of the country, cannot too soon be commenced.
Mr. Mason, of Ohio, followed in review of
French Spoliations.—Mr. Cushing has in
and gentlemanly man, ore of the most inde minority.
The number of warriors in the tribes re some of the measures of the administration,
Mr. Clay agreed with the committee, that
troduced into the House of Representatives, a
fatigable of all Christian missionaries. He is
moved
by
the
Government
to
their
present
the author of a very valuable work on the the three distinct subjects might well be class locality, immediately west of the States of and in reply to Mr. Duncan’s assertion that bill to appropriate $5,000,000 for the settle
Gen. Harrison was in favor of selling white ment of claims for French Spoliation prior to
South Sea Islands : a third gentleman, not a ed under separate and distinct heads. There Missouri and Arkansas, is 16,310. The num
Mr. Mason spoke at; the year 1800. The justice of this claim has
missionary, Mr. Cunningham, who was with could be no doubt that the bill now reported, ber of warriors belonging to the tribes indi men into slavery.
length, and upon a variety of topics.
been repeatedly recognized by committees of
them at the time, escaped by flight, and I comprehending voluntary bankrupts, would genous to the country now occupied by them
Congress, and by one or the other of the two
have the painful intelligence from his own embrace a vast majority of all the cases in the in the same vicinity,’is 1544 ; and the num
On the morning of the 26th ult. Joshua
lips. Mr. Harris was in ill health, and could Union, and must of necessity afford the great ber of warriors within striking distance of Hutchins of Shapleigh, aged 16 years, was Houses. But the l\vo Houses have never
found time to decide upon it in both at any
not make his escape, while Mr. Williams was | est relief in the present deranged state of the the frontier, exclusive of these, is estimated at
found lying dead in the road in said town. one session.—ib.
currency and general embarrassment of trade. 43,385.
rather advanced in life.
A messenger was immediately dispatched to
“ Mr. Cunningham, who heard the war cry It would be lending new life and vigor to
inform the family of a Mr.------ (where the
_ Yesterday morning died in this city, the
raised, turned and saw Mr. Harris pursued the thousands of unfortunate debtors in this
TUESDAY,
APRIL
21.
lad made it his home,) of the fact, but beforee Rev. John T. Kirkland, D. D. for ifiany years
by the savages ; in an instant after he saw country, whose energies were paralyzed, and
The House at one o’clock went into Com the messenger arrived at the house of Mr.
!*.
pxoafm«
AT,..-. O_ . i /"Vt
•
>
prevent
serious
loss
to
themselves
and
friends
him fall, pierced through with many spears.
mittee of the Whole for the consideration of ------ he found the body of Asa Grace lying pastor of the New South Church, and*subseI
quently
President
of
Harvard
University.
He
Mr. C. then urged Mr. Williams to run for Tor the want of such a law.
the civil ami diplomatic bill.
by the side of the path dead. Grace was a”
Both bills will be before the country in a
the boat, which was at some distance. The
i was for many years one of the brightest orMr.
Saltonstall
had
been
alluded
to
last
bout
18
years
of
age,
and
also
had
his
home
latter misunderstood him, and ran into the few days.
. •
.
,
»«fwents of the clerical profession, being disevening by Mr. Parmenter, of Mass., who at the said Mr.
bemg a brother to Mr. i tmguished as a preacher, and as a scholar, as a
water to swim off to the brig, but was over
made a speech concerning the Hartford Con ------ wife.
THURSDAY,
APRIL
23.
taken and murdered. Mr. C. with difficulty
rp« ii*
i
of sound sense,
of most amiable
and rnn.
*?m0^ i
s><>f
benzene
”,
The principal business was the discussion vention, and other matters having as direct a toLe h°:fe tfT" ‘ a„
reached the boat, and made his escape.
bearing upon the subject before the House. to the house of Mr.
of
the
bill
for
reducing
and
graduating
the
“These unfortunate missionaries were sent
Mr.
S.
was
commenting
upon
certain
official
out by the London Missionary Society, and price of the public lands.
| ^onguV)^ ±e soZeh » heFew
i'n men
"ah” Z
documents in relation to the conduct and ex the Coroners tor the county of York9
aThis bill provides that all the lands which
the vessel spoken of in the letter was one
penditures
of
the
Government.
in
aid or
shall
have
been
five
years
in
market
shall
be
employed in its service.”
Mr. Wise made some remarks in explana
reduced from $1 25 to $1.
All lands ten
tion of this document—the Globe of this thev death by the excessive use of intoxicating fects of a naralvsis whiph
t i ’ c
years
in
market
may
be
sold
for
75
cents
an
Chili and Peru.—The refusal of General
°, a Pd,alysis; which disabled him from
morning having commented upon it.
Mr. drink, obtained at the stnrenf
Gamarra to receive the U. S. Charge de Af acre. No person under the act is authorized, Wise appealed to the Clerk, to his colleagues, drink, obtained at the store of Moses Goodwin, the continuance af his public duties, though
fairs at Lima, has caused some sensation— to purchase more than one half section of and to public documents to prove that what Jr. at Shapleigh aforesaid, and subsequent ex it left him until a few months past, in a state
posure to cold in attempting to go homef The to enjoy the society of his friends.
but it is now past away, and as “ his days are land at these prices, but is not prevented from he said was true.
jurors were all of one opinion.
considered numbered,” and his legal right, as making any purchase at the price of $1 25
Mr. Saltonstall resumed his remarks, and
ib. of 27th ult.
Maine Temperance Gazelle.
President of Peru not admitted, only as an per acre.
while he was speaking, Mr. Bynum, of N. C.
Lands
fifteen
years
in
the
market
from
usurper—this momentary suspension of our
Pennsylvania Legislature.—The Pennsyl
came to the part of the House in which Mr.
We learn that the Second Unitarian Socie vania House of Representatives on Tuesday
representation to his august Court, will not 1840, (at which time the bill is to take effect) Garland of Louisiana, was sitting.
In the
may
bd
sold
in
80
or
less
acres
for
50
cents
cause any injury to our interests in that quarter.
hearing of Mr. G. and while addressing him, ty in this city, at their annual parish meeting last expelled T. B. Me El wee, a member, for
The U. S. Consul (Mr. Bartlett, and lady) the acre.
he stated that the document was a suspicious yesterday, voted to renew their engagement a gross personal insult on Mr. Heggins, a
The Committee on Public Lands say they
with the Rev. Jason Whitman, as their pastor, member from Northumberland, viz. spitting
at Lima, will return to the United States in
paper, and intimated that it was corrupt.
U. S. ship Falmouth, which is to leave Callao know ofbut 91 millions of acres of land like Mr. Garland maintained that it was true. for five years—the original term of 5 years in his face. The resolution of expulsion was
ly to fall within the provision of reduction.
the last of March, calling in at Valparaiso.
[All this conversation was between the two for which he was settled, expiring in June passed, after debate, by a vote of 59 to 26.
This bill was strongly opposed by Mr. Clay
The Cholera had made fearful ravages amembers,
and one or two in their vicinity.] next—and that the call has been accepted by We are glad to perceive that the question
mongst the crews of the Columbia and John of Kentucky, who contended that the princi Mr. G. appealed to Mr. Linn Banks and oth Mr. Whitman.—Portland Adv.
was not decided by a political division.
ple
of
it
was
radically
erroneous,
that
emigra

Adams, on their passage from Canton to Valers,
in
proof
of
what
he
had
said.
Mr.
B.
as
Boston Daily Adv.
Fires.—Three frame buildings and a block
pariaso ; the number stated to have died a- tion was going on as fast as it can be made I understand confirmed it.
of
two
story
brick
houses,
with
a
considera

mounted to near 70. They were about to already, and that the treasury will lose $50,Installation.—On Wednesday last, the Rev.
Be that as it may, hard words soon passed
proceed in a few days to Callao, and thence 000.000 by the bill. Other members joined between the two members. The lie was giv ble portion of their contents, were destroyed John Parkman, late of Greenfield, was in
in
debate,
and
the
bill,
after
being
amended
to the United States.— [N. Y. Gazette.
by fire in New’-York city, on Monday, last stalled as Pastor of the Congregational
by striking out the 3d and 4th sections, was en by Mr. Bynum, and Mr. Garland, in an week. The loss probablv does not fall short
Church in Dover, N. H.
swer to it, seized Mr. B. by the throat, and
ordered
to
be
engrossed
by
the
following
Consul Frist.—The Times of yesterday,
struck him two or three times. Mr. B. in re of $40,000. From 15 to 20 families are ren- I The exercises of the occasion were intro
vote
:
—
on private information we presume, annotin
turn, after scratching the face of Mr. Garland, dered homeless and about fifty mechanics duced with Prayer and selections from Scrip
ces the arrival of Consul Trist, and Mr.
Yeas —Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Benton, Clay drew a knife.
He uttered horrid impreca are thrown out of employment, by this ca ture by Rev. Mr. Thomas of Concord, N. H.;
Smith, his vice-consul or deputy, at Charles of Ala., Cuthbert, Fulton, Grundy, Henderson, tions in a voice which was heard in the Hall. lamity. Several of the families are reduced the Sermon was preached by Rev. Mr. Gan
ton, in the brig Lancer. John Moreland, Hubbard, King, Linn, Lumpkin, Mouton, Nich
Mr. B. was seen by the crowds in the gal to great distress. — A fire broke out in the nett of this city ; the Prayer of Consecration
Esq., an American merchant at Havana, is to olas, Norvell, Pierce, Porter, Robinson, Sevier, leries with his knife in his right hand, and Drying room of the Methodist Book establish was offered by Rev. Mr. Peabody of Ports
Smith
of
Indiana,
Sturgeon,
Tappan,
Walker,
perform the duties of consul during the ab
heard using the most brutal language, “ liar” ment, in Mulberry street, New York, on Sat mouth ; the Charge by Rev. Mr. Pierpont ;
sence of Mr. Trist, who is said to have stated White, Wright, Young—26.
urday last, which destroyed the contents of the Right-Hand of Fellowship by Rev. Mr.
N
ays —Messrs. Brown, Calhoun, Clay of Ken “ P°PPy>” “ scoundrel,” &c.
at Havana that he would be back in two tucky, Clayton, Crittenden, Dixon, Merrick,
Mr. Garland, no less excited, but more si the room. Loss estimated at $2000. Insur- ' Osgood of Nashua ; the Address to the Peo
months. Il is added by the Times that Mr. Prentiss, Preston, Roane, Ruggles—11.
lent, continued to deal heavy blows against ed.—In Louisville, Ky., a few days since, ple by Rev, Dr. Parkman ; and the Conclud
Trist and his deputy have come to the Unit
his antagonist. As soon as could be, the two a fire broke out in a chair manufactory,—the ing Prayer by Rev. Mr. Fox of Newburyport.
ed States under process from the Supreme
FRIDAY, APRIL 24.
members were separated by Mr. Evans and progress of which was not arrested until it
Court, and not by orders from the Govern
Mr. Buchanan presented a memorial from Mr. Banks, aided by those around them. Af had burned out thirty-eight large establish
Patrick Noble, late Governor of South
ment.—JV. Y. Commercial.
Pennsylvania, praying for a duty on import ter the separation, Mr. Bynum still attempted ments, most of which were doing an exten- Carolina, died at his residence in Abbevilte
ed silk. Mr. B. in presenting the subject to to reach Mr. G. and to stab him with the sive business. The loss is estimated at a mil- (district on the 7th inst., of dropsy in the
Steamboat lost.—The steamer Bunker the consideration of the Senate, took occas knife which he brandished in the air.
hon of dollars.—The dwelling-house of Mr. (chest.
Hill, from New-York for New Haven, on the ion to make some remarks on the importance
The Speaker in the meantime took the Cyrus Colby of Warner, N. H. was burnt re
afternoon of the 24th ult. was struck bv a of the subject, and the propriety of fixing du Chair. The Sergeant at Arms was ordered cently and one of his children, aged about 2.
At tl,e opening of the Whig Association at
„.,k. her
i.__ amidships
. . . .
squall which split
and. filled. ties on imported silk.
I Wrentham on Thursday evening, a silk purse
to arrest the members, but their friends pro years, perished in the flames.
her with water. She was run ashore, All
Mr. Calhoun followed Mr. B. with some tected them. Both now withdrew from the
was presented, on which was inscribed :
the passengers, of which there wasi a large few remarks on the subject. Mr. C. seemed bar of the House, and partial order was resThe oldest American vessel afloat, (says the
“ The Ladies’ Offering to the Whig Asso
number, got on shore in safety, and ireturned to be alarmed at the effect a tariff would tored. [During the interruption the members
!v Ke<fl0,o Mercury,) is the barque .Maria, ciation, hoping that by the election of Gener
to New York the same night.
have on silk, in connection with France. had left their places, and all upon the outside ?i 1
i)ort’ no'v on a wliaiii'- voyage to the al Wm. H. Harrison, this and other purses
1 Pacific. She was built in 1782.
in the country may be well filled.”
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“Mr. Van Buren and the Currency.”— |most
visibly aboveV them MUM
and V4UITUIH"
crowning with
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YVIlll
STATE OF MAINE.
of legislative action upon tips subject, express
Our Van Buren neighbors are endeavoring to ; garlands of battle-smoke her scarred and honly declared that their object was not to encour
convince their readers that the depressed i ore,i?, veterans* “ The favor of God is with
I
n
S
enate
,
March
18,
1840.
SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1840.
age intermarriages, but to prevent illegal co
state ot trade and the deranged condition of j us !” exclaimed the eloquent Southgate from
The Joint Select Committee on Slavery, habitation. Inasmuch, therefore, as neither
the speaker’s stand.
WHIG NOMINATIONS.
the currency are the consequences of Bank , “ Another little incident excited great in- I to which was referred the petition of Robert race desired this amalgamation, a majority of
contractions
and vA^cmomuo,
expansions, bjjcuu
speculations,
—«.WU4.VUO
aim
luiiuus, ' tei’est. While the venerable Major Clarkson, ! Ramsey and others, and twenty-five other your committee are not of opinion that it is
importance that the laws should be chang
FOR PRESIDENT,
&c., and that they are in nowise the effects who greatly distinguished himself during the petitions, containing the names of one of
6
thousand nine hundred and ninety-seven pe ed.
of
the
policy
of
lhe
present
National
admin!
"
“
J
?
,
,
<
!
er
G™-Harrison,
was
marshalling
I
WILLIAM H. HARRISON.
The third class of petitions pray for the
titioners,
praying
for
the
passage
of
a
law
se
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. z. . „
one of the processions, he approached the
istranon. Acandid examination of the facts centre, formed by lhe union ol the several curing to every human being in this State a passage of resolutions with a view to direct
OF OHIO.
up.rjuuiueu HJ<MvCoam»B, wnuu
uw au<i
in the case will not lead the unprejudiced
in- r
processions,
when no
he Bsaw
and msiautiy
instantly re
re-.([ldal by.Jufy in all cases where his or her the action of Congress upon lhe subject of
Vor vice president.
What brought
i co«
nize<1' the
lattered' fla
q"estlonJ abs0 the Pinion of slavery, and in opposition to it, so far as Con
quirer to such a conclusion. V7uav
uiuu»ui
'
~
oS of ilæ Bourbon ,!
uiou^nii-----, = ..........................
jWm. A. Crocker and others, and thirteen gress has lhe constitutional power. It is pre
about
the
increase
of
Banking
capital
a
few
!
t
t
r
°
<
’
P
.
li
’
eralJy
riddled
with
bullet-holes.
'
JOSLV TYLER,
.
,3 „
,® . 7
.... horse, he
,re shouted aloud
moua|o»‘‘ejPe»Hio»s-Con.ai„i0fir the names ofsix sumed that the petitioners desire the passage
.
... .k
Leaping from his
years since?
!”" and took his position by bund,ed and s,xty-nine petitioners, praymg of these resolutions, because they would be
since ? It wdl be admitted we pre-j
pre- ¡“ this is rny
my place
pit
OF VIRGINIA.
’ - mainly 'in consequence of_ , the
. side
.. of/the
.7 standard-bearer,
.... marching'be-1¡for the repeal of ail laws in this State which understood to be the expression not merely
siime that it was
of the opinions of the individual members o'f
Virginia election—good
the destruction of lhe U. S. Bank. The De-! neat,‘ the old war-worn flag, under which he make any distinction among its inhabitants
the
Legislature, but as the embodied expres
!
on
account
of
color
;
also
the
petition
of
Seth
news »
liosite Bank system, it will not be denied,' [ougi,t an<1 b^e‘! and c<W,e,ed nearly thirty M
, May and others, and twelve other petitions, sion of the people of the State. But your com
tn
. ............ Thick and fast the tears stream-'
show results exceedin.lv favorable >„ " J LO,’t"buted 10 tlle expanses, contractons | ed from his eyes, and the cheers of hundreds, , containing the names of eleven hundred and mittee are not of the opinion that it is desired
. .
ii
e
mi
i an^ suspensions which followed its adoption, half choked with sobs, attested the heartfelt fifty-two petitioners, praying that the Legis by a majority of the people of this State, that
lature will pass resolutions declaring that Congress, at the present time, and under pres
w ugs—unexpectedly so. There has been | gut) p ¡s a||egedj t|le Bank was destroyed enthusiasm of the multitude,
I Congress has the right to abolish Slavery in ent circumstances, should adopt (He measures
a very handsome whig gain, so far as heard > and l|le o
i|e
a(|
æ
/ > «“ Gen. Combs.........
----- appeared
upon the ground, | .kz. n;«,-„..q in ,he ten.jtoriegt
proposed. A majority of your committee do
.
(
10 dressed in a hunting shirt, with his |eatber ibe.Bi»tiict of Columbia, and
from,
I
IO<rntOQ Kpnatnt>a
11
from, nt
of Delegates,
Senators, <»r»J
and Sn
in fliri
the pop ■ .
the inauguration of Mr. Van Buren. This is ( belt and camp knife. His speeches in vihdi- ¡ and to prohibit the slave trade between the not think such measures advisable, at tbs
ular vote.
present time.
true, and it is true, also, that these measures cation of old Tippecanoe called forth the ap- States, and ought immediately to exercise
It is well known, that at the South there is
these
powers,
and
to
instruct
our
Delegation
The House of Delegates consists of 132 were approved by Mr. Van Buren, adopted Plause
thousands upon thousands.”
in Congress to vote for the passage of laws a highly excited and strong feeling of opposi
members, and was composed last year of 72
unquestionably with his knowledge and ad
for these purposes ; and that this Legislature tion to the movements of abolitionists at the
Important I
whigs and Conservatives, and 60 Locos. The vice,—and that while a candidate for the
would protest against the admission of any North, and that this feeling is not confined to
couni.es heard from return 73 delegates, and . Presidency he pledged himself, if elected, « We
w learn from correct sources that the U. new slave State or the annexation of Texas ;. the nard hearted and despotic, but is lhe
have elected 57 Whigs and 16 Locos
The | to .. folIoRi ¡„ lhe fo
of bjg illustl.io„s I onIeroops, heretofore understood to have been and instruct our delegation to oppose anv sentiment of the good and philanthropic
ordered to Houlton, are in fact ordered to the such admission or annexation, have had these iriends of the slave among them. They
same counties last year stood, whigs
wh.gs 48
48:: lo-, predecessor,” so heartily did he approve all1 Disputed
Disp
Territory, a portion of them to the several subjects under consideration, and they are full in the belief, that the course pursued
cos 25—making a whig gain of 18 members ’ his measures and views. He has redeemed station on Fish River, and the remainder to were puhckly discussed in presence of your here has a tendency to retard emancipation,
From three of the counties—(those to which his promise. He has persisted in carrying Fort Fairfield.—
committee, with great eloquence and power, and that so long as these measures are pur___1 sued, they can do nothing to advance the
asterisks are affixed)—conflicting accounts out, so far as he was able, the currency
Doct. Woodforde, from Fredericton, N. B., by two agents of the Anti-slavery Society of
' 1 your
' ca,lse among themselves, and they are comhave been received,—it is believed, however, schemes of his predecessor, notwithstanding passed through Boston, 24th uh., bearer of Maine, and by other getnlemen, tand
polled to unite with those who are opposed
committee ask leave to report :
that they are put down correctly in the an the evidences of their pernicious tendency and despatches from Sir John Harvey to Mr.
_ to emancipation, to resist the efforts of northThe
subjects
presented
for
the
considéra,
Fox,
British
Minister
at
Washington.
nexed list.
the remonstrances of the people. He has
lion of the Legislature by these various pe^j-. / ern abolitionists. A majority of your comThere has been a net whig gain of 4 in shown himself the President of a party and
OOr^The first teller of the Bank of Virgin tions, in the view of your committee are but ' milteeLare
a.r , of opinion, that it is too much to
„.j success of any measure, which
ia, located at Richmond, absconded 7th inst. the varied aspects of one very important and ,i i°i,e Or tue
the Senate—Accomac and Frederick districts not the Chief Magistrate of the Nation.
i • i • • .
•
. .
J . . 4.
< ops nnt fpm
with 3 or $400,000,—some accounts say highly
interesting subject, “which deserves does not receive the sanction and co-operahaving changed their Senators.
The Pennsylvania Bank is a Van Buren $800,000.
and receives lhe attention of very many of 1 lion of southern philanthropists. If slavery is
The whig majority, last year, on joint bal Institution. It was built upon the ruins of
our most excellent, Warm hearted, devoted ever abolished it must he by the free action
lot of the two houses, was six, (including
philanthropists. Among those who are clear of the slave States themselves ; and not by any
HYMENEAL.
the National Bank,—it affords one example
conservatives and three “ impracticable
ly entitled to this appellation, there have ex compulsory process from abroad. They are
of lhe bad consequences resulting from the
MARRIED—In Parkman, Rev. William Bai
isted,
and still exist, differences of opinion, fully aware of this, and every effort to com
whigs.”) If the remainder of the State re
warfare against the last named institution.— ley of Buxton, to Miss Pamelia W. Carter of which have sometimes proceeded so far, as lo pel them to emancipate, is received much
Parkman.
mains as it was lasjt year, the whig majority,
With the same spirit with which they would
The whigs are not responsible for the specu
In Portland, 29th ult. Mr. Thomas E. Went produce an alienation of feeling, among those,
on joint ballot, this year, will be 28 !—We
lations in cotton, flour, &c. &c. by the Bank worth, to Miss Martha C. Phinney, both of Gor whose hearts are alike warmed with a holy receive an attemprto compel them to be tem
shall be enabled probably to publish complete
love for all their brethren of the human race, perate, to observe the Sabbath, or to be
of Pennsylvania. If Gen. Jackson had “ let ham.
In Newfield, Mr. John Gilman, to Miss Betsey and a desire to do good to all men whatever religious. We fully believe that there are
returns next week. So far, every thing looks
well enough alone”; ¡fit had not been for Roberts.
i> many warm hearted.Christians tn the southbe their color or condition.
well—cheering.
The condition of the colored population off e/n
™ba stand ready to exert their efIn Wakefield, N. H. by Eld. Cotton, Mr. Oli
the warfare against the U. S. Bank, this
Two U. S. Senators are to be chosen by
ver Goodwin of Acton, Me., to Miss Lorinda J. our country is well calculated to awaken our
5(’ jUenc.e ,5n
any measures
would not have existed. If it had not been Burbank of W.
the Legislature just elected. Both will un
sympathies and our united efforts for their i
.ch
oPHro? W1H promote emancifor Van Buren votes its charter would not
relieil
We
may
differ
as
to
the
feasibility
ofP^
11013
*.
.*
our
committee
are
of
opinion, that
questionably be staunch whigs.
OBITUARY
have been granted.
If the administration
anv particular plan, or as to the best “and (Su’Uiffe\. m
midst of the evil, and knowing
VIRGINIA HOUSE OF DELEGATES.
ieebngs of Bie slave holders, and the most
party, then, are not accountable for its mis
DIED—In Barrington, N. H. 27lh tilt. Mr. mAst efficient mode of improving their conThis Year. Last Year.
dition, or extending them relief; but it is bad < e‘‘?c.,uai means of operating upon them, their
deeds, who are ? If.it is a curse, let those David Waldron, aged 80 years.
■
■
W. L. F.
W. L. F
Beverly, 15th ult. Mrs. Polly Dane, widow policy for those whose hearts
are devoted
lo opinions as io the most effectual mode of do
through whose instrumentality it has been of In
the late Hon. Nathan Da ne, aged 90 vears.
Amelia,
the same good work to expend that strength ing good is entitled to consideration—that our
*1
0
1
0
brought upon us,—the administration party,
In Alfred, 1 Ith ult. Capt. Benjamin Johnson, in contending with each other, which might only hope of abolishing slavery is to act in
Amherst,
1
0
1
0
aged 66 years, formerly of Freeport.
Brooke,
be made to bear with powerful effect, to ac concert with them, securing their co-opera0
—bear the censure they deserve.
1
0
I
In Cornish, Miss Eliza A. Lord, aged 23 years. uvmpiBu
t.jc vnj.u
vvn.vu they
mey «11
The SP'rit
which this Subject has
Campbell,
complish the
object which
all Ssou «riWUlardent
2
0
2
0
The whigs have suggested no measures
In Eliot, on the 19th ult. Mrs. Mary Furbish, ly
desire.
Your committee are of opinion rieen Pr8sse(* uPon ibe attention of Congress
ly
desire.
Charlotte,
1
0
1
0
for the mitigation of existing evils, because aged 78 years.
that mutual candor and forbearance between I °r a ,ew years !^sl> nas had a strong tenden
Gloucester,
1
0
1
0
In Portsmouth, on Thursday, last week, An
cy to xieep alive the opposition of southerners,
such suggestions would avail nothing. They drew
Hampshire,
2
0
1
1
Preston Peabody, aged 2 years 8 months, the two great divisions of lhe friends of the < and to close their hearts against every argu
Hardy,
colored
race,
would
tend
much
to
promote
1
have
been
in
the
minority
in
Congress,
and
0
1
son
of
Rev.
A.P.
Peabody.
0
ment and motive, “
and
influence, wmuu
which
**'* moral ¡nuuerjuu,
King and Queen, 0
1
0
In Kennebunk-port, 18th, Mr. Simon Peters lhe very important objects which they both '
1
whatever plans they might have proposed,
■
• desire.
•
1
j tn>gnt otherwise be brought to bear upon them
aged 56 years.
Marshall,
so ardently
1
0
0
1
however practicable, or however obvious
in favor of emancipation. Whilst therefore,
Ohio,
1
0
1
0
One class of lhe petitions propose the pas your committee are unanimous in the opinion
their good results,—would have been de
Prince Edward,
1
0
0
1
sage of a law to secure to every human being that slavery is a political and moral evil, and
SHIP NEWS.
Rockbridge,
2
nounced as “ federal projects” and thrown
0
2
0
in this State, a trial by jury in all cases where a curse to the country, and that no suitable
KENNEBUNK, MAY 2, 1840.
James City, &c.
1
0
1
aside by party votes.
0
his or her liberty is in question. The object effort should be spared to remove it, yet as
Caroline,
1
0
1
0
of the petitioners is to secure a trial by jury, j the measures proposed, do not meet the apmemoranda.
The people are taking commonsense
Brunswick,
0
2
0
2
Ar. at Boston, 24th ult. sch. Elizabeth, Bell, of to those persons who may be claimed in this t probation of southern philanthropists, a ma
views of these questions now, and are ex
Stafford,
0
1
0
1
this port, 11 days from Charleston.
State as runaway slaves. The constitution jority of your committee are of opinion that
Spottsylvania,
pressing
them
through
the
ballot
boxes.
The
1
0
1
Ar. at Mobile, 14th ult. barque Shannon, Now of the United Slates, provides that no person
0
it is not advisable for the Legislature at this
‘LouiSa,
ell,
Liverpool.
0
1
0
1
held to service or labor in one State under
people of Connecticut, Rhode Island and
Hanover,
Cid. at New York, 23d ult. ship Howard, Wil the laws thereof, escaping into another, shall I1 time to memorialize Congress upon lhe sub
1
0
0
1
Virginia have spoken. Their sentiments liams, Liverpool.
z ■
ject, and that
tu«*, lut-iöiatiun
legislation upon the
me se
several
ve
subPowhattan,
1
*in consequence
.
‘
2 ’ '
0
0
1
of' any- law
or regulado..
Jects referred to th
is ¡‘ex,redfent.
will be echoed by a majority of the whole
At Ponce, 5th ult. brig Overmann, Davis, of thprpin.
Fairfax,
0
riisnhArnpd
trnrn
fiarvipp
< n
/•
....
1
0
1
therein, hp
be
discharged
from snp.n
such
service m*
or
All of which is respectfully submitted.
people, and Mr. Van Buren, for his “ med this port, for New-York, wtg. cargo.
Fauquier,
2
0
2
0
At Havana, 12th, brig Lima, Nason, taken up labor ; but shall be delivered up on claim of
PHILIP EASTMAN, Chairman.
Dinwiddle,
0
1
1
dling with the currency” and other impolitic for North Sea at £4.
0
the party to whom such service or labor may
Henrico,
0
1
0
be
due.
In
accordance
with
this
provision
measures, will be told in November, that his
In Senate, March 18, 1840.
Richmond city,
1
0
1
0
Brig Cadmus, (of this port) Gould, from Ponce of the Constitution, the Act of Congress of
Read and accepted, and Ordered, That
services
can
be
dispensed
with
on
and
after
Culpepper,
1
0
1
0
for New York, returned to Ponce, 4th ult. hav February 12, 1793, provides, that when any • the same be printed, (under the direction of
lhe 4th of March next.
King George,
1
0
1
0
ing been as far North as lat. 39, shipped a sea, person held to labor in one State, shall escape < the Secretary 01 State) in all the newspapers
Frederick,
*1
1
had decks swept, and was nearly filled with wa into any other Stale, the person to whom I that publish the Laws of the State.
0
2
Jefferson,
2
0
2
0
Interesting Meeting in Kentucky.—An ter : she would be condemned. Her. cargo was such labor or service may be due, or his
Sent down for concurrence.
nearly all damaged, and would be sold.
Morgan,
1
0
agent, may arrest such fugitive, and take him
0
1
old
soldiers meeting was held in Washington,
WILLIAM TRAFTON, Sec’ry.
Petersburg,
1
before any Magistrate, and upon proof satis
0
1
0
House of Representatives, ?
Mason county, Ky. a few weeks since. A
Norfolk borough,
1
factory
to
such
Magistrate,
that
the
person
so
0
1
0
NEW GOODS.
March 18, 1840. $
Norfolk county,
2
small
band
of
the
veterans
of
the
Revolution
arrested,
doth
owe
service
or
labor
to
the
0
2
0
H. GOULD has just received a supply
Read and concurred,
Nansemond,
claimant,
such
Magistrate
shall
give
a
certifi

1
0
1
0
and a very large number of those who served
•
of NEW AND SEASONABLE
ELBRIDGE GERRY, Clerk.
Princess Anne,
1
0
1
0
May 2?
under the Hero of Tippecanoe, at Fort Meigs GOODS, consisting of Broadcloths; Cassi- cate thereof, which shall be a sufficient war
Elizabeth city and
rant for the removal of such fugitive to the
1
0
1
0
and the Thames, were present.
The num meres ; Sattinets ; Giraffe Mixtures ; Errnin- State from which he or she fled. A trial by
Warwick,
pttes ; 2000 yds. English and America,) prints
ber of persons who assembled from all parts from 6|c. to 2s. a yd. ; 2850 yds. Brown jury is not here provided ; and your commit
Loudon,
3
0
3
0
subscriber offers for sale the dwellingKing William,
0
1
0
1
of the county to witness this interesting Sheetings and Shirtings ; Bleached do.; a va tee are aware that by this process, a freeman,
house where be now lives
being a
Cumberland,
1
0
upon
slight
evidence,
may
he
taken
by
force
1
0
spectacle—“ to look, perhaps for the last riety of thin stuffs for summer wear ; Brown
two story hriek building ; front 42 by 22;
Buckingham,
2
0
j
and
hurried
into
hopeless
slavery.
But
your
2
0
part 26 by 26, with shed, barn, &c. attachlime, on the ‘ Fathers of the Republic? n-—was and Bleached Drillings ; Cotton Duck ; Tai committee are not aware that a better or more / T
2
Albemarle,
0
ed —-all finished in good style, with every con
2
0
lors’ Trimmings ; Tickings ; Striped Shirt
immense.
It
exceeded
by
far
any
former
Chesterfield,
0
1
efficient
remedy
can
he
provided
than
the
0
1
ing ; Russia Diaper ; Sailors’ Frocks ; Facto
venience.
Rappahanock,
1
0
1
0
gathering in Kentucky and consisted of not ry Warp, Nos. from 7 to 20 ; Taylors’ Thread writ for replevying a person, which can read
—also—
Prince George,
0
1
0
less than 15,000 persons. The multitude as of all numbers ; Metalic Spool do ; Black, ily be procured on application to an attorney, One Grey Mare, nine years old ; one Carry
Fluvanna.
1
and lhe trial on this process is before a jury
0
1
0
sembled in the open air—“ it was found im White, Slate, Grey, Blue, Mixed and Scarlet of the Country. The object desired by the all, Gig, Vermont Sleigh, &c. &c.—all of
Southampton,
1
0
0
1
Worsted ; Blk. and Colored Silks for dres
possible for the people to get near enough to ses ; Furniture Patch ; Bleached Linen ; Birds’ petitioners is thus substantially secured ; and which will he sold low.— If not sold previous
Isle of Wight,
0
1
0
1
to Saturday, the ninth day of May, they
Essex,
1
0
1
the speakers to hear them, from .the stand eye Diaper ; Linen Lawn ; Bro. Linen ; your committee are not aware that any more will then be sold at Auction.
0
Orange and Greene, 0
ready
or
effectual
security
can
be
provided
1
0
1
that had been erected for that purpose,
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
A White Damask Table Covers ; Col’d do.; consistently with the Constitution of the UGoochland,
0
1
0
1
Kennebunk, March 20,1840.
division was therefore called for, and two Brown Linen do.; Rubber Braces ; Blk. and nited States, and the rights which that instru
Nelson,
0
1
0
Col’d Kid Gloves; Blk., White and Col’d Pic
speakers addressed a multitude each, at dif Nic do.; Pearl Shirt Buttons ; Hooks and ment guarantees to the slave holder.
Charles city,
1
0
1
0
PEWS FOI2 SA2LE.
Westmoreland,
ferent points, at one and the same lime.” Eyes ; Red Pongee Hdfks. ; Choppas; Cott.
1
0
1
0
Another class of petitions propose a re
OR sale, by the subscriber, two Pews,
Berkley,
2
0
2
0
r Addresses.were made by several of the most Flag do. ; Blk. Italian Cravats ; Gingham do.; peal of all laws of this State which make any
Nos. 7 and 48, in the church of the first
Accomac,
2
0
2
0
parish.—If not sold previous to Monday, the
talented sons of“ old Kentuck.” They were Linen Cambric Hdkfs. ; Marshall’s Linen distinction among its inhabitants on account
Nottoway,
I
0
0
1
Thread
;
Col
’
tl and White Cambric ; Bishops’ of color. The militia law of the United Stales eleventh day of May, they will then be
able and patriotic, and were listened to with
Surry,
*1
0
0
Lawn ; Imitation Linen Cambric ; Swiss provides that every free, able-bodied, white sold at Auction.
Clarke and Warren, 0
great attention. The Cincinnati Repub Mull Muslin ; Tambore Cotton ; Green Bar male citizen between certain ages, shall be li
1
0
1
GEORGE W. BOURNE.
lican says, in reference to this meeting —
rage ; White and Col’d Knitting Cotton; Blk. able to military duty. The militia law of
Kennebunk, March 13, 1840.
57
16
48
25
“ None were disappointed—all was pleas Satin ; Silk and Cotton Velvets ; Blk. and this State provides that no other able-bodied
^OXEN^W-AKTE^ “
Col’d Worsted Hose 4 Col’d Wadding
„ .; Bat- white male citizen shall be exempted from
ure all enthusiasm, and all for lhe li Farmer ting ; Merino, Edinboro’;
*DoubtfuI.
_____ and military duty, except such as are excepted in THE subscribers wish to purchase five
Cashmere
of North Bend.” In answer to a question
Shawls j; iviuj'liy
Dimoty j; VCott.
said Act. Your committee are not aware
! Highland Plaid
■ mitt
MirawiB
OH.
yoke of Oxen, measuring from six to*
(f/^The “ Baltimore Post," a strong ad from Mr. Southgate—whether “ Old Mason” Fringe ; Warren’s best drill’d eyed Needles :; that this exemption from military duty is a
seven feet—to be delivered about the 20th
would
give
“
Old
Tip
”
a
thousand
|T„t I ..
1
1 r •
»
.
?
.« .
ministration paper, has been discontinued
Unbleached Linen for Jackets ; Col’d Sili- reproach or a disgrace to the colored man. of May.
the response, from an hundred voices was—
cias ,; 4.Fig’«d Kj-wiu«
Scotch vjfiuguaiu
Gingham j; Laueri
Linen and The Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court,
and its subscription list transferred to lhe yes 1 yes ! !—more than that !!!
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
Cott. Tapes; Bed Lace ; Fancy Hdkfs. ; Blk. ministers of lhe gospel, Quakers and Shakers,
Kennebunk, April 17, 1840.
“ Pxlot" a warm advocate of Gen. Harrison,
After spending the day in joy and glad
Silk Lace ; Bobinet do. ; Quillings5 ; Patent persons who have held commissions and
which has recently been established in Balti ness, at about 5 o’clock, an adjournment took
Pins ; White and Col’d Flannels ; Red been honorably discharged, and all persons Carriage and Sign Painting.
place, and all retired from the ground, and
more by Gen. Duff Green.
Serge ; Stock Frames ; Steel Scissors Sta- above the age of forty-five years, are likewise
took up their line of march to their respec tionery.
exempted. The exemption has been con irfcANIEL GLAS1ER, having taken the
Damage by Lightning.—During lhe tive homes.
sidered a favor or an honor in those cases,
Shop over Charles W. Kimball’s, would
Of
Banners,
Flags,
Log
Cabins,
Canoes,
Thunder-storm on Sunday morning last, (be
&c., we have not time to give a description | Molasses ; Coffee ; Rice ; Tea ; Cheese ; and we are not aware that it is otherwise con inform the inhabitants of Kennebunk and vi
sidered
in
the
case
of
our
colored
men,
or
tween 1 and 2 o’clock, A. M.) a Barn belong —suffice it to say, there were great numbers ii Havana, Brown and White Sugars; Beet Recinity,, that he will attend to all kinds of
ing to Mr. Abner Huff, at Cape Porpoise in ol every description.—There was, also, a rep-;j fined do. ; Fine Salt ; Tobacco ; Ginger ;Spi- that it is for their good to be compelled to CARRIAGE, SIGN <fc ORNAMEN
perform military duty.
TAL PAINTING.
Kennebunk-port, was struck by lightning and resentation of Fort Meigs, similar to the one l! ces ; Chocolate ; Prepared Cocoa ; Mustard ;
I Clear Pork ; Saleratus ; Soda Soap ; Shaving
The only other case of distinction in out
at Columbus on the 22d February.”
N. B. All work done by him will be war
consumed. Mr. H. succeeded in driving his
I do. lugv
; Partridge
’s Oil
Blacking
; Sweet Oil ; law on account of color is that which pro
T
. ,
|
, xorai
o VII UICIL
IMllg
, I
1 he Louisville Journal relates several most Castor Oil ; Cayenne; Pepper;; Camphor ; vides that “ all marriages between any white ranted to stand.
cows from the Barn, before the flames reach
Kennebunk, April 23, 1840;
3m.
interesting
incidents that transpired at the Pepper Sauce ; Indigo
o ; Copperas ; Ground person and any negro, indian, or mulatto,
ed them. A heifer, a calf, a hog weighing
Fustic
~ ; Red Wood and Log Wood ; Alum ; shall he absolutely void.” The petitioners
ERDS GRASS, Red Top, Clover and
about 500 pounds—some 4 or 5 tons of hay, meeting:—
Herds
Grass, Red
Garden Seeds, for sale by
anil some
----- small articles
•••«'•••8
of trifling
vaiue, value
“ During the firing of the National salute Cast Steel
and li
' Top and Clover Seed ; regard this law as intended to degrade the
1 Z..... Z.^Z. ^.Z. Iron Shovels and Hoes; MaS. H. GOULD.
which were in the buildmg, were destroyed..
an eminence adjacent to one of the nure Forks . Corn Rmnms . shept T pY/. r,7r colored race ; but a majority of your commit
. " Nails" - a good
S' asso^i..... ’ °
tee are unable to perceive, that it imposes
Kennebunk-port, May 2, 1840.
-We learn from the Democrat that a dwel- speaker’s stands, the. smoke from the cannon and Wrought
Wrought
Nails
good Warn
assortment of any restriction upon them which it does not
bn" bouse on '(bile St. in Saco, “ occupied iortne(i ,nto a perfect and most beautiful and
Crockery
Glass
and; aHard
equally impose upon the whites, or that it
by Mr. James Ross, was struck by lightning wreath, floated with grace and sublimity to-1
necessarily implies their inferiority. We are
during
the
shower
of
Sunday
night.
The
|
wards
war
^
s
the
lhe
multitude
over
a
snace
space
of
two
two*bunbuni-.
,
kt
,
fluid came down the chimney, broke through dred yar<ls, and then settled down upon the I v Exl.ra a"(I ?*.0‘1J.WhJtvLnad ’ ^eil i"ea.d ’ of opinion that nothing more is intended lo
D. REMICH
into aa chamber,
chamber, and
and set
set fire
fire to
to aa bed
bed whereon
whereon heads
of the
the old
old soldiers
soldiers and
and disappeared
disappeared.! i?enetI?i
’ \^ncb Y®‘‘ow ; Verdigris ; be implied than that such intermarriages are
into
heads of
AS just received from the Seed Stores
„e of■■ nnu
Th.-ico
was **-- extraordinary
phen'o'menon!
not in good taste. The very able and elo
two children were lying, fawakening
-’—' o o__
'•-------*
”,__
connected with the Yankee Farmer
quent colored brother who advocated the re
them, without disturbing the slumbers of the repeated amid shouts that sent up a louder
office and the New England Farmer office in
peal
of
these
laws
before
your
committee
de

Is
sent
^
‘
e
.
nna
’
Litharge;
Whiting;
Linseed
Oil,
other ! The fire was extinguished without roar to lhe clouds than ever the cloudi
Boston, a large assortment of GARDEN
Mrs. Ross was
knock-'
down
to the
Ge- i ®oiled "l,d .R"wl pl1’®-. T"rP- r •’“Pan and clared that so far as his knowledge extended, SEEDS, which will be sold, at wholesale oj?
doing much damage. E._.
.
____
'
' earth. All fancied’ thatiho
___ _______
the
colored
people
were
averse
to
intermar

•
■
■
I
Copal
Varnish
;
Paint
Brushes,
&e.
&c.
ed down by the shock but soon recovered.” ^nius of American Liberty was hovering al I Kennebunk-port, May 2, 1840.
retail, at Boston prices.
riage with lhe whites, and all those in favor
Kennebunk, April 17,134(1
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I imposes, to |prosecute for violations which J roAKE PARTICULAR NOTICE.— In
many hundred certified cases which i
. come to theirr knowledge, it may well be in- | JL
1 ROBAIE JNOllCES.^ A VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
quired, where is the hope, that a more rigid have been made public, and in almost every
Aia
Court of Probate
Unnebuulr,
, pr0'’ed by,the "’"T °f.thoDS!inl,s to
{From the Evening Signal.]
.law would be enforced ? The recent exam- ; species of disease to which the human frame
^7.17 olv” Os/d™
PRAYER.
pie of a sister State, supposed to be in ad- is liable, the happy effects of MOFFAT’S1 W/un andfor the County of York, on thefrot
vance of us in the temperance reform, where ¡LIFE PILLS AND PHENIX BITTERS
Give me, Oh God, the power and will
Monday of Apitl, in Ihe year of out all having the same origin, and invariably arise
To do to others as I still
numerous warm hearts and strong minds are | have been gratefully and publicly acknowlLord eighteen hundred and forty, by the from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
Would they should do to me,
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said namely, IM PURITY or IMPERFECT circulaenlisted—an array of talent seldom equalled ! edged. The public cannot, therefore, be too
Give me a conscience free from guile ;
j lion of the BLOOD.
—sustained by the po wer of wealth, and mor-! often reminded that they recommend themTeach me on earthly things to smile ;
..............
OSEPH RICKER, named Executor
in a I In a period of little more than three years in
al, and political influence, and yet defeated,' selves in diseases of almost every description,
And turn my heart to Thee.
certain instrument purporting to be the , the United States, they have restored to a state of
may well lead us to pause and consider, least j THE LIFE MEDICINES have been thor- ■
u a e 1 ntinu enjoyment
i j J. r J
& w l vvvi
vj u it I. If
Iasi will and testament of THi/ram
late ji II
«EALTH.and
over ONE lj
HUNDRED
Thou know’st that heart’s most secret spring ; we, by legislating iqo far in advance of pub- oughly tested, and pronounced a sovereign;
! THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
of
Berwick,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
deceaslie
sentiment,
produce
a
reaction,
are
com-i
remedy
for
Dyspepsia,
Flatulency,
Palpita-1
'..J
-------------------J,
To thee no false account I bring ;
incurable by physicians of the first rank and
polled to retreat from our position, and thus I lion of the Heart, Loss of Appetite, Heart- ed, having presented the same for probate : I standing,
For all —all Thou dost know.
and in many cases when every other
ORDERED—That the said executor give
give a triumph to ihe enemies of reform.
Unerring Judge to Thee I bend :
' burn and Headache, Restlessness, Ill-temper,
remedy had been resorted to in vain.
interested, oy
by causing
causing aa | In aH cases of pain or Weakness, whether it
Thou know’st my being, aim and end ;
Your committee are of opinion, that the Anxiety, Languor and Melancholy, Costive notice
1IUUUO to
.u all persons
persons nneresteo,
And Thou wilt mercy show.
three , be cbronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
friends of temperance must rely upon the ness, Diarrhoea, Cholera, Fevers of all kinds, copy
< ., of this order to be ^published,
r_.
success of their cause, almost entirely upon Rheumatism, Gout, Dropsies of all kinds, weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga-}/pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
When I have erred, O Lord, forgive ;
popular opinion ; and that this will be direct Gravel, Worms, Asthma and Consumption, zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may tional or from some immediate cause, whether
When I’ve been right, grant while I live,
ed, not by legislation, but by example, per Scurvey, Ulcers, Inveterate Sores, Scorbutic appear at a Probate Court to be held at it be from internal or external injury, it will be
I in that path may stay.
suasion, reasoning, and the diffusion of infor Eruptions and Bad Complexions, Eruptive York, in said county, on the first Monday cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
And oh, whenever worldly pride,
This great principle of {l PURGING” in
mation upon the subject. Legislation will complaints, Sallow, Cloudy, and other disa of May next, at ten of the clock in the fore
Would lure my wand’ring steps aside,
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
noon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
they
have,
why
follow,
and
may
come
in
aid
of
popular
ogreeable
Complexions,
Salt
Rheum,
Erysipe

Do thou direct my way.
pinion, but cannot, to advantage, greatly pre las, Common Coldsand Influenza, and vari the said instrument should not be proved, found much more convenient to take an occa
Isabella Graham.
sional dose of halfa dozen Pills, imd be always
cede it. The temperance reform was com ous other complaints which afflict the human approved, and allowed as the last will and well, than to send for a. Doctor and be bled,
testament
of
the
said
deceased.
menced
and
made
great
advances
through
frame. In Fever and Ague, particularly,
STaNZAS.
blistered, and salivated — with the certainty that
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the simple agency of persuasion — individuals the Life Medicines have been most eminently
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
There are moments of sorrow,
A
true
copy
—
Attest,
associated together under a pledge to abstain, successful ; so much so that in the Fever and
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
When earth’s brightest joys,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and induced Others to join them, and by ex Ague districts, Physicians almost universally
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
Fade away like a dream
April
8.
difference between the appearance of those two
ample, by public addresses and private conver prescribe them.
That awaking destroys.
sation directed the public attention to the evils
All that Mr. Moffat requires of his patients At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, persons—one has been treated by your regular
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
When the friends we have cherished
of intemperance. Their numbers and their is to be particular in taking the Life Medi
within and for the County of York, on the is, see how the shadow of death throws his
Grow careless and cold,
strength gradually increased till a large pro cines strictly according to the directions. It
first
Monday
in
April,
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
By the tales of malice,
portion of the more considerate part of the is not by a newspaper notice, or by anything
eighteen hundred andforty, by the Hon. WM. see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
Each other have told ;
community espoused the cause, and became he himself may say in their favor, that he
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
temperance men. But there are those en hopes to gain credit. It is alone by the results
LIZABETH FISK, administratrix of perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
When the hopes of the future
gaged
in
the
traffic
who
continued
to
sell
—
of
a
fair
trial.
He
the estate of Abner Fisk, late of the Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
Look cloudy and drear,
and there are those addicted to the use, who
MOFFAT’S MEDICAL MANUAL ; de
says, <£ most inveterate case of Liver com
The heart nearly sickens
Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceased,
continued
to
drink.
Before
them,
the
evils
signed as a domestic guide to health.—This having presented her second account of ad plaint”—“ nothing but the most energetic reme
With loreboding and fear.
resulting from the traffic, and the .use, have little pamphlet, edited by W. B. Moffat, 375 ministration of the estate of said deceased for dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e,
Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
been portrayed in vain. Their love of gain, Broadway, New-York, has been published allowance :
Then the gay smiles of nature
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Seem born to decay,
and their love of strong drink, have closed for the purpose of explaining more fully Mr.
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
And teach us how quickly
their hearts and benumbed their sensibilities Moffat’s theory of diseases, and will be found give notice to all persons interested, by with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
Our own hopes pass away.
to the destruction and misery which they oc highly interesting to persons seeking health. causing a copy of this order to be published MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
*****
casion, and it is upon such, that some of the It treats upon prevalent diseases, and the three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
called curing. Shocking folly !
friends of temperance are desirous to operate causes thereof. Price, 25 cents—for sale by Gazette, printed at Kennebunk in said coun
Let us now look at your “purged” man—the
There are moments of gladness
by vigorous enactments. But in the opinion Mr. Moffat’s agents generally.
ty, that they may appear ata Probate Court man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Through life’s darkest hour
of your committee the principal reliance is to
That follow each other
These valuable Medicines are for sale to be held at York, in said county, on Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
be placed upon persuasion and the force of
As the sunshine the shower.
the first Monday of May next, at ten conscious strength, his countenance is clear
by DANIEL REMICH, Kennebunk.
example, The present law is not unpopular,
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, and serene, his eye is fuff and sparkling with
April 8,1840.
the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
and it is efficacious to prevent the traffic
As the star that is hidden
if any they have, why the same should not be been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
And darkens our way,
wherever public opinion is sufficiently strong
allowed.
ed nothing but. the true Brandreth Pills, and
’Twill shine with more splendor
to enforce any prohibitory law. An attempt
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
soon rose without any injury being- sustained
When the clouds pass away.
to amend, may turn the scale against it. And
A true copy,—Attest,
by his constitution. Instead ofbeing months in
it is not impossible that among the friends of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
temperance who have labored long and ar
STATE OF M AINE.
April 8.
entirely recovered the attack : because his
duously, there may exist an unconscious de
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
In Senate, March 13, 1840.
Al a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
sire to be relieved from the burthen and the
within and for the County of York, on thefirst solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
The Joint Select Committee on the Li responsibility of laboring and carry ing forward
Monday in April, in the year of our Lord down by useless particles, but has renewed his
cense Laws, to whom was referred a bill en the work of reform. If those philanthropists
eighteen hundred and forty, by the Hon. life and body both.
titled an Act relating to the sale of intoxicat can be satisfied that the good work can be
The principle of purging with Brandreth’s
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
ing liquors ; also petition of Samuel Martin better promoted by individual effort without
EORGE DAVIS, guardian of Ellen M., Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
and others ; also thirty six other petitions, further prohibitory law, we believe they will
Eliza M., Francis A. and Har ilia A. cayed particles from ihe body,—the morbid and
HE most safe and effectual, economical
signed by two thousand and four hundred and not be weary in well doing. And whilst
corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors
Walker, minors and children of Daniel
Remedy for the diseases of the Hu
eighty-one persons, praying for a repeal of the your committee are of opinion that the Leg
Walker, late of Kennebunk, in said county, which cause disease—they impede the func
man Constitution that has ever been discov
present license law, and the enactment of a islature cannot arrest the evils by enacting
tions of the liver when they settle upon that
deceased, having presented his first account organ, and which, when they settle upon the
prohibitory law ; also six other petitions pray laws, we believe the members can do much ered.
of
guardianship
for
allowance
:
m
another
mode.
We
esteem
it
an
honor,
These
Pills
are
composed
entirely
of
mate

ing for alterations in the laws relating to the
muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
ORDERED—That the said guardian nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the lungs, pro
traffic in intoxicating liquors, have had the that our fellow citizens should select us to fill rials extracted from Medical Plants, and war
give
notice
to
all
persons
interested,
by
caus

the
responsible
and
delicate
situation
which
duce consumption ; or, upon the intestines, cos
ranted not to contain one particle of mercury,
subject under consideration and ask leave to
we here occupy. We are placed in a posi or any mineral substance.
ing a copy of this order to be published tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
report.
Dr. Kingley has spent much time in ex three weeks successively in the Kennebunk sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
Your committee consider the subject to be tion to exert an influence for good or evil,
one of great importance, and great delicacy. which we should not otherwise possess. We perimenting with different vegetable medi Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
It is well understood, that a very large pro are sent here to act, not for our own pleasure, cines, for the diseases of the liver ; and now ty, that they may appear at a Probate Court all who behold them.
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
portion of crimes, and consequently the ex but for others. By throwing the whole offers his Universal Pills as best, the most to be held at York, in said county, on the the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
weight
of
our
influence
and
example
in
the
first
Monday
of
May
next,
at
ten
of
the
convenient and cheapest that can be prepar
penses of criminal prosecutions, and the sup
ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
port of our State prison, and County gaols, scale of temperance and morality, we may ed for general use ; and in offering them to clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if a- tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
have their origin in the use of intoxicating rescue from the vortex of ruin, many who the public he is actuated more by benevolent ny they have, why the same should not be is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
liquors. It has .been estimated that at least would otherwise be overwhelmed. We may than pecuniary motives, as the price of the allowed.
known, and more and more appreciated.
Attest, Wm Cutter Allen, Register.
The cure by purging may more depend up
seven eighths of the expenses for the support lighten up many a cheerless and desolate a- medicine will show.
A true copy,—Attest,
on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
They arc mild and pleasant in their opera
of the poor, accrue directly or indirectly from bode with the sunbeams of peace and pros
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
than may be generally imagined. Whatever
intemperance. It is well understood, that perity, and domestic felicity, and our own hap tion, and convey almost immediate convic
April 8.
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
many diseases originate in, and that all dis piness will be promoted by the consciousness tion of their utility from the first dose. They
can be taken with safety by persons of age; Jit a Court of Probate held qt Kennebunk, it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
eases are aggravated by the free use of ardent of <loing good.
of constant exercise is seen.
Whilst, therefore, your committee do not and the feeble, the infirm, the nervous, the
spirits. Then taking into the account, the
within and for the County of York, on the
. ..... .....
...............
When
constant
exercise cannot be used
loss of property, the debasement of the moral recommend any change in the laws upon the delicate, are strengthened by their operation,
first Monday in April, in the year of our FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
sensibilities, the distress and blasted hopes of subject of traffic in spirituous liquors, they do because they clear the system of humors,
Lord eighteen hundred and forty, by the Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
domestic happiness in families, and the mis recommend that by our example as well as quiet nervous irritabilities and restlessness,
Hon. WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of Thus the
’ conduits of the Blood, the fountaim
our
conversation,
the
members
of
the
Legis
from whatever source, and invariably produce
ery which is entailed upon them from gener
of life, are kept free from those impurities
said Court:
ture
will
discourage
the
traffic,
and
endeavor
ation to generalion, and we have an immense,
sound sleep.
LIVER WALKER, guardian of Abigail which would prevent its steady current minis
The Family Pills are an invaluable reme
overwhelming amount of evil resulting from to dissuade all within the reach of their influ
W. and Hannah F. Burbank, minors tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
this indulgence. Deeply impressed with ence from the destructive tendency of in dy for the jaundice, sick and nervous head
and children of Moses Burbank, late of Kenthese considerations, the committee have dulgence in intoxicating drinks.
ache, dyspepsia, costiveness, sickness of the nebunk-port, in said county, deceased, hav ture which is thus assisted through the means
By order of the Committee,
stomach, heartburn and bilious complaints, ing presented his fourth account of guardian and outlets which she has provided for herself.
anxiously considered the subject, with a view
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
PHILIP EASTMAN, Chairman.
fever of all kinds, and if taken at the com ship of his said wards for allowance :
to determine what further legislative action
are 241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
mencement will invariably check their pro
would be advisable in reference to these evils.
ORDERED—That the said guardian give Bowery, between Prince and Houston sts.
In Senate. March 13, 1840.
A large proportion of the petitioners pro
gress, and save the patient from a protracted notice to all persons interested, by caus
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
Read and accepted, and Ordered, That the and dangerous sickness. Th.ey are invalua ing a copy of this order to be published
pose a repeal of the present license laws, and
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
the enactment of a law prohibiting the sale same be printed in all the newspapers that ble in nervous and hypocondriacal affections, three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
toss of appetite and all complaints to which Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun
of intoxicating drinks. It is understood that publish the Laws of. ihe State.
Albany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
Sent down for concurrence.
females alone are subject. They operate as ty, that they may appear at a Probate
this proposition originates in the idea that the
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
WILLIAM TRAFTON, Sec’y.
present law sanctions and encourages and le
a mild and speedy purge, and as a safe and Court to be held at Kennebunk, in said coun
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
House
of
Representatives,
?
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
certain remedy for worms in children.
galizes the traffic. The committee are of oty, on the first Monday of August next, at ten
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
March 17, 1840.
$
I might publish a volume of certificates of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
pinion that this impression is erroneous. If
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
Read and concurred.
but consider it unnecessary, as the medicine if any they have, why the same should not
there were no law, the traffic would be en
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
ELBRIDGE GERRY, Clerk.
will recommend itself to all who will make be allowed.
tirely legal, and so far as the law is concerned,
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
April 25.
entirely reputable. The present law prohib
trial of it.
JOHN KINGLEY.
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
its the sale generally, but permits certain indi
A true copy—Attest,
These Pills are put up in neat boxes of
purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
viduals to sell, provided they can obtain the
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
two sizes, the large size contains 60 pills, the
Never purchase without being positively sure
sanction of the officers of their respective
April II.
that the person selling has an Engraved cer
price is 50 cents ; the small size contains 25
WILLIAM
LORD
&
CO.
towns, and are “ persons of sober life and
tificate of Agency, and O’observe it has been
pills, price 25 cents.
AVE just received —Broadcloths; Doe
conversation, and of good moral character,
Palmer & Nash are General Agents for NATURE’S ŒAO O- renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
Skins ; Cassimeres ; Erminetts ; Flan the above pills in the United States—of
and suitably qualified for the employment
after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the
STORATXVE.
holder are genuine.
nels ; Summer Wear ; Hard Times ; Satin
and also give bonds in the penal sum of three
whom they may be had in any quantities, nt
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
hundred dollars, that they will not violate the Jean ; Vesting; Black, Italian and Synchaw No. 48, Ann Street, Boston, near the market.
HIS Valuable Vegetable Medicine stands by Mr. John O. Langlev, my only Travelling
law, and will conform to such regulations as Silk ; India Satin ; Italian and Plaid Cravats;
Alexander Warren is Agent for the sale
unrivalled for the following complaints, Agent in Maine—or by ordering from my
the town officers may prescribe.—And every Linens ; Lawns ; Linen Cambric ; Swiss of these Pills in Kennebunk.
Principal
New England Office,
viz :-Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Diseased Liv

licensed person is prohibited by the law, to Mull Muslin ; Silk Flag, Fancy and Linen
eo.p
ly
Aug. 24, 1839.
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
er, Billions Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Cossuffer any kind of gaming in or about their Hdkfs. ; Hose ; Gloves ; Corded Robes; Rub
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
tiven.ess, Worms and loss of Appetite, and by
XSAAO FVHBXSa
premises—from selling to any person addict ber Suspenders ; Edinboro’ Shawls ; Brown
JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
ed to the intemperate use of strong liquors Table Covers ; Nankeen ; Salecia ; Tabby J2JAS just received a general assortment cleansing the stomach and bowels, cures
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
pains in the Side, Stomach and Breast, Colds
and it is made the duty of the Selectmen to Velvet ; Damask Bleached Cloths ; Furni
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beckj
and
Coughs,
of
long
standing,
Hoarseness,
tures
;
6000
Yds.
Calico,
6
to
33
cents
;
Shirt

furnish each licensed person the name of ev
Fnglish^ French and Ameri shortness of breath, Nervous complaints, &c. and Seleucus Adams ;
ery person known by them to be so addicted. ings, 6 to 10 ; Sheetings, 8 to 12; Alpines;
can JDry
Lyman, William Huntress;
Its virtues surpass any thing heretofore known
It is also made the duty of the town officers Ginghams; Rouen Cassimere ; Stripes ; Belt
—ALSO—
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
in removing St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles
to prosecute the bond of any licensed person ing ; Cords ; Satin Garniture Ribbons ; Bob
Crockery, Glass and Hard have been known to cure this afflicting dis Sanford, Eliot Tibbets ; Caleb S. Emery ;
who shall be proved to them to have been Net and Netting Lace ; Col'd and White
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
ease after having baffled every exertion tor
Ware.
Sewing
guilty of any violation of the law or of their Cambrics ; Spools and Skeins
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
All will be disposed of on very reasonable four years.—It has a most powerful influence,
regulations.—And it is also made their duty Thread ; Lacetts ; Drilled Eyed Needles ;
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
in removing nervous complaints. It is pleas
to prosecute every person, who, without li White and Colored Woollen Yarn ; White, terms.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
ant to take, and so easy in its operation that
cense, shall presume to be a retailer of strong Black and Mixed Worsted ; White and Mix
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
WANTED—A few hundred dozen EGGS. it may be administered to the infant with
ed Knitting Cotton ; Warp Yarns, No. 7 to
liquors.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John H.
safety.
Kennebunk, April 3, 1840,
. It therefore appears to your committee, 19 ; Wicking : Ticking ; Cotton and Linen
Spear ;
AGENT FOR YORK COUNTY,
that the present license law, so. far from en Tapes ; Linen Thread : Tailors’ Trimmings ;
SHIP TIMER.
DANIEL REMICH.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
couraging the traffic, restrains it—that so far Pearl Buttons.
Who will supply the article, to dealers, at man ;
TSOR sale, by the subscribers, about two
as its operation is general, it is prohibitory—
GB.OCSRBS.
York, Alexander Dennett;
hundred Futtocks, and forty Floor and the lowest wholesale prices.
Keg and Box Tobacco ; Bar Soap ; Soda
and that so far as it affects those individuals
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Rising Timbers, suitable fora ship from four Kennebunk, April 6, 1840.
who obtain a license, it is restrictive, as ev Soap ; Nutmegs ; Cloves ; Bakers’ ChockoBuxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
ery violation of the law by them is a forfeit late ; P. R. Sugar ; Havana White and Loaf to seven hundred tons.
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
Also, a lot of long white oak Plank, 3^
do.; Mess and Clear Pork ; Corn ; Flour ;
ure of their bond.
ILDRETH’S Life of Harrison, with a
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
The reasons of these restraints upon the Black and Green Teas ; Coffee ; Figs ; Rais inches thick. Several sticks of large South
Portrait—126 pages, 18 mo.
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer?
traffic is precisely the same, which the peti ins ; Rice ; Vinegar ; Sperm and Whale Oil ; ern white oak timber, suitable for keel, stern
Cushing’s Life of fiarrison, 72 pages, large P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
tioners would urge in favor of a law entirely Molasses ; Herds Grass, Clover and Red Top post, transom, &c. &c.
18 mo. including Judge Burnett’s speech and
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
BOURNE & KINGSBURY.
prohibitory in its nature, to wit : that the use of Seeds, &c. &c.
a Portrait.
J. Goss ; F. & E. H. New begin ;
-ALSOKennebunk, March 13, 1840.
spirituous liquors, and of course the traffic in
For sale by the hundred, dozen or single
Cornish," John McLellan ;
them is injurious to the community. By pla
Crockery and Glass Ware ; Sheet Lead ;
copy, at the lowest prices.
Associations,
BOARDS I BOARDS I I
Limington, James McArthur;
cing these restrictions upon the trade, the Leg Baltimore Glass ; Cut Nails, 4d. to 40d. ;
ANTED immediately,
Committees or Individuals purchasing for
Waterborough, James Leavett;
islature express the same kind, if not the same Wrought do., 8d. to lOd. ; Iron and Cast
8 to 10 thousand seasoned merchant distribution will be furnished with any quan
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
degree of hostility to the traffic which they Steel Shovels; Straped Manure Forks ; Eng
able Pine Boards ;
tity wanted at short notice. Orders solicited.
Buxton, T. Bo I les ;
would by a law merely prohibitory.
lish Iron, &c. &c.
4 to 5
do.
do. extra do.
D. REMICH.
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
From the best information in possession of
The Goods specified above, together with
Also, 4 to 5
do.
do. hemlock ;
Kennebunk, March 6, 1840.
Acton, Win. Evans.
your committee, we are of opinion that less their former stock, are offered at very low
Also, 3 thousand hard Pine, suitable for
B, BRANDRETH, M. D.
than one half of the towns in the State grant prices for Cash.
Wrapping Faper.
241 Broadway, N. Y.
floors,—for which cash will be paid on deliv
licenses, and a large proportion of the retailers
Kennebunk, April 4, 1840.
May, 1839.
ery.
FEW Reams Wrapping Paper for sale
prefer to sell without license, and in violation
For further particulars apply to
by
D. REMICH.
of the law, rather than place themselves un
Fluid.
PALMER WALKER.
Kennebunk, Feb. 20, 1840.
der the restrictions, and expose themselves to
HE subscriber being about to make some
Kennebunk, March 27, 1840.
ELT’S Black Writing Fluid, which flows
the heavy forleiture which the present law
new arrangements in her business, re
GROSS Partridge’s Leather Preservaas free as the Blue Fluids,—possessing
imposes upon those who sell under a license.
quests all persons indebted to her to call and
BLACK SAND.
eBL tive, this day received—for sale by the
their durability without their corrosive prop
And if town officers now shrink from the per pay the same immediatelv.
"¡OLACK SAND,—by the peck or smaller dozen or single cannister by
erties. For sale by
D. REMICH.
formance of the duty which the present Law
JULIA TOWNE.
-O quantity, —for sale by D. REMICH. |
D. REMICH.
March 12, 1840.
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